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We develop the formalism required to study the nonlinear interaction of modes in rotating Newtonian stars,
assuming that the mode amplitudes are only mildly nonlinear. The formalism is simpler than previous treat-
ments of mode-mode interactions for spherical stars, and simplifies and corrects previous treatments for
rotating stars. At linear order, we elucidate and extend slightly a formalism due to Schutz, show how to
decompose a general motion of a rotating star into a sum over modes, and obtain uncoupled equations of
motion for the mode amplitudes under the influence of an external force. Nonlinear effects are added pertur-
batively via three-mode couplings, which suffices for moderate amplitude modal excitations; the formalism is
easy to extend to higher order couplings. We describe a new, efficient way to compute the modal coupling
coefficients, to zeroth order in the stellar rotation rate, using spin-weighted spherical harmonics. The formalism
is general enough to allow computation of the initial trends in the evolution of the spin frequency and
differential rotation of the background star. We apply this formalism to derive some properties of the coupling
coefficients relevant to the nonlinear interactions of unstable r modes in neutron stars, postponing numerical
integrations of the coupled equations of motion to a later paper. First, we clarify some aspects of the expansion
in stellar rotation frequency V that is often used to compute approximate mode functions. We show that, in
zero-buoyancy stars, the rotational modes ~those modes whose frequencies vanish as V→0! are orthogonal to
zeroth order in V. From an astrophysical viewpoint, the most interesting result of this paper is that many
couplings of r modes to other rotational modes are small: either they vanish altogether because of various
selection rules, or they vanish to lowest order in V or in compressibility. In particular, in zero-buoyancy stars,
the coupling of three r modes is forbidden entirely and the coupling of two r modes to one hybrid, or r-g
rotational, mode vanishes to zeroth order in rotation frequency. The coupling of any three rotational modes
vanishes to zeroth order in compressibility and in V. In nonzero-buoyancy stars, coupling of the r modes to
each other vanishes to zeroth order in V. Couplings to regular modes ~those modes whose frequencies are finite
in the limit V→0!, such as f modes, are not zero, but since the natural frequencies of these modes are
relatively large in the slow rotation limit compared to those of the r modes, energy transfer to those modes is
not expected to be efficient.
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Various authors have proposed that r modes might be lin-
early unstable inside fairly rapidly rotating neutron stars, de-
pending on a competition between gravitational radiation re-
action, which drives the instability, and viscous effects,
which inhibit it; several other investigators have explored
implications for the spin evolution of rapidly rotating new-
born and accreting neutron stars @1–14#. An open question is
how the instability saturates, and at what perturbation ampli-
tude. This question is not only important from a theoretical
standpoint, but also must be answered in order to assess
whether or not the gravitational radiation emitted during the
development of the instability is detectable. The saturation
amplitude also determines the final spin rate of the neutron
star when it exits the instability region of parameter space.
While turbulence generated in the strong shear layer at the
interface between the fluid core and solid crust has been
shown to saturate the r mode @15#, a crust will not be present0556-2821/2001/65~2!/024001~43!/$20.00 65 0240initially for newly born neutron stars, and other hydrody-
namical saturation mechanisms are still being investigated
and may in fact be more important.
There have been, to date, two fully nonlinear numerical
calculations of the development of the instability, but neither
completely settles the question of saturation, principally be-
cause there are practical limitations on what it is feasible to
compute. The first calculation, by Stergioulas and Font @16#,
considered the evolution of the fluid inside a neutron star
with no buoyancy force and fixed spacetime geometry. Their
calculations began with a large amplitude excitation in the
mode expected to be most unstable, the l5m52 r mode,
and followed the subsequent hydrodynamics for about 20
stellar rotation periods, approximately 25 ms for their calcu-
lations. During this time no substantial change in the ampli-
tude of the modal excitation was seen, and no evidence for
significant nonlinear excitation of other stellar normal modes
was detected. Lindblom, Tohline, and Vallisneri @17# subse-
quently performed simulations based on the Newtonian©2001 The American Physical Society01-1
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tificially enhanced gravitational radiation force consisting of
the correct force @18,19# multiplied by a factor of about 4500
@20#. The linear instability growth time scale in their simula-
tions was about 13 rotation periods, rather than the correct
value of &104 rotation periods. The initial r-mode amplitude
chosen by Lindblom, Tohline, and Vallisneri was small
~about 0.1!, and, as expected, grew via the radiation-driven
instability to a large amplitude, where shocks ultimately
formed, accompanied by a decrease in r-mode amplitude.
Both calculations show that nonlinear mode-mode coupling
is comparatively weak for r modes, producing little effect
even at large modal amplitude on time scales ;10–20 stellar
rotation periods.
A second, more analytical approach to this problem is
possible. One assumes, at the outset, that the modes develop
only moderately nonlinear amplitudes, and nonlinear effects
are modeled perturbatively, via n-mode couplings. When am-
plitudes are small, relatively low order couplings, such as
three-mode interactions, suffice, and ~when dissipation and
radiation reaction are ignored! the equations of motion for
the fluid can be modeled as an infinite-dimensional Hamil-
tonian system with a polynomial interaction potential ~which
is cubic when only three-mode couplings are kept!. This ap-
proach has the advantage of allowing explicit calculation of
the strength of the lowest order coupling of a given r mode
to other modes of the star, but has the disadvantage of failing
when mode amplitudes grow very large. Although it is pos-
sible that the r-mode instability saturates only in the fully
nonlinear regime, neither of the numerical calculations estab-
lish this, because it is possible that modal couplings act on
time scales longer than covered by the simulations, but
shorter than the growth time ~;104 rotation periods! of the
gravitational-radiation instability. The analytic approach we
are taking should apply if the instability saturates before at-
taining very large amplitudes. Moreover, by computing the
three-mode coupling coefficients for r modes, we should be
able to shed some light on why nonlinear coupling is so
inefficient for them on dynamical timescales in the simula-
tions.
In this paper, we develop the tools needed to calculate the
nonlinear evolution of the unstable modes in the weakly non-
linear regime. We concentrate on three-mode interactions for
the most part, although some of the results we derive could
also apply to interactions involving n.3 modes of the star.
We begin with a review of the linear perturbation theory
in Sec. II. A principal goal of that section of the paper is to
obtain equations of motion for modes of a rotating star acted
on by an external force that are uncoupled from one another
at linear order. The method we develop is based on a series
of papers by Schutz and collaborators @21–26#, but has not
been applied consistently to r modes before. The key results,
for a reader wishing to skip the details, are the mode decom-
position formulas ~2.47! and ~2.48! and the equation of mo-
tion for each mode ~2.49!. In Sec. III, we review the slow
rotation approximation to mode functions and frequencies,
with particular attention to the rotational modes, whose fre-
quencies are zero in the limit of zero rotation frequency, V.
The key new result in this section is the fact that the rota-02400tional mode functions are orthogonal to leading order in the
stellar angular velocity.
In Sec. IV, we discuss the second order Lagrangian per-
turbation theory at the heart of our calculation of the evolu-
tion of modes in the weakly nonlinear regime. The key re-
sults of this section are ~i! the coupled nonlinear equations of
motion ~4.17! for the mode coefficients, and ~ii! the formula
~4.20! for the three-mode coupling coefficients that can be
evaluated once the modes have been found for a given back-
ground star model. In Sec. V, we discuss properties of the
coupling coefficients. We show how general parity argu-
ments and selection rules can be used to explain why some
modes do not couple to one another, and also show that there
are other couplings that are suppressed, in that they may
vanish to lowest order in V, or to lowest order in compress-
ibility, but are nonzero more generally. In Sec VI, we de-
velop a new and efficient way of computing coupling coef-
ficients that employs spin-weighted spherical harmonics
@27#. The method greatly simplifies the calculation of the
coupling coefficients for nonrotating stars as well as rotating
stars, and should be useful for other astrophysical applica-
tions ~see, e.g., Refs. @28, 29#!.
This paper concentrates on formal issues primarily, post-
poning numerical integration of the time-dependent evolu-
tion of a network of weakly interacting modes to a subse-
quent publication. From a formal viewpoint, the most
substantial result of this paper is a formulation of the equa-
tions of motion that, at linear order, separates the responses
of individual modes to an external force, and, at the first
nonlinear order, involves coupling coefficients that we can
calculate relatively economically. From an astrophysical
viewpoint, the most interesting result is that many interac-
tions of r modes with themselves can be shown to be either
forbidden entirely by selection rules, or suppressed to lowest
order in some parameter, such as rotation frequency or com-
pressibility. By itself, this is not quite enough to explain the
smallness of the coupling seen in numerical simulations, but
we may already be seeing a hint of why the transfer of en-
ergy from r modes to other modes is so inefficient on dy-
namical time scales.
II. LINEAR PERTURBATION THEORY FOR ROTATING
STARS: THE SCHUTZ FORMALISM
A. Overview
In this section we develop the formalism we need in the
linear Lagrangian perturbation theory of rotating stars. There
are two aspects to the perturbation theory that will be essen-
tial for our purposes:
~i! Solving for the frequencies va and mode functions
ja(x). This aspect is well understood and highly developed;
see, for example, Chap. VI of Unno et al. @30#, as well as
Refs. @31–33#.
~ii! Decomposing general motions in a star into sums over
modes, and obtaining equations of motion for the mode co-
efficients that are uncoupled at linear order when an external
force acts on the star.
The second aspect of the theory—deriving equations of
motion for the mode coefficients—has not been well under-1-2
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of papers by Schutz and collaborators @21–26#, but the for-
malism has not been applied widely in astrophysics. For ex-
ample, a classic computation for which modal equations of
motion would be useful is the excitation of the modes of a
rotating star by the tidal field of a binary companion. While
there have been many papers on this topic, we are not aware
of any that have used the correct uncoupled equations of
motion. For example, Refs. @34# and @35# use a type of mode
expansion @Eq. ~2.50! below# for which the equations of mo-
tion of the various mode amplitudes are coupled, and Refs.
@36#, @37#, and @38# use the same mode expansion but simply
drop the coupling terms between the different modes. Some
authors have resorted to numerically solving the linearized
hydrodynamic equations in the frequency domain, after fac-
toring out a factor of eimw2ivt, rather than using a mode
expansion @39–41#.
This section of the paper is devoted to presenting and
explaining the equations of motion that result from Schutz’s
formalism when one makes a number of simplifying assump-
tions that usually are valid in applications. We have at-
tempted to make the presentation transparent so as to be
accessible to a wide audience. All the derivations are rel-
egated to an appendix. We start in Sec. II B by summarizing
the governing equations. In Sec. II C we describe the form of
the mode expansion and equations of motion for the mode
coefficients.
B. Governing equations
We assume that the unperturbed background star is uni-
formly rotating with angular velocity V. The fluid equations
of motion in the corotating frame are
]r
]t
1„~ru!50 ~2.1!
and
]u
]t
1~u„!u12V3u1V3~V3x!52 „p
r
2„f1aext ,
~2.2!
where r is the density, p the pressure, u the velocity, and aext
is any acceleration due to external forces. The gravitational
potential f is given by „2f54pGr . In the background
solution, u vanishes and r is time independent.
Now consider linearized perturbations characterized by
Eulerian perturbations du, dr, and dp . The first two of these
are related to the linearized Lagrangian displacement j(x,t)
by
]r52„~rj! ~2.3!
and du5j˙ ~since u50!. We assume that the perturbations
are characterized by an adiabatic index G1 , so that
Dp
p 5G1
Dr
r
, ~2.4!02400where Dr5dr1(j)r and Dp5dp1(j)p are the La-
grangian perturbations of density and pressure.1 By combin-
ing these relations with linearized versions of the continuity
and Euler equations ~2.1! and ~2.2!,
dr˙1„~rdu!50, ~2.5!
and
du˙12V3du52
„dp
r
1
„p
r2
dr2„df1aext ~2.6!
where „2df54pGdr , we obtain the equations of motion
for linearized perturbations in the form @42#
j¨1Bj˙1Cj5aext~x,t !. ~2.7!
Here the operator B is given by
Bj[2V3j, ~2.8!
and the operator C is given by @42#
r~Cj! i52„ i~G1p„ jj j!1„ ip„ jj j2„ jp„ ij j1rj j„ j„ if
1rj j„ j„ if rot1r„ idf , ~2.9!
where
f rot~x!52
1
2 ~V3x!
2
. ~2.10!
The C operator can be broken up into two pieces
C5Ca1Cb ~2.11!
where Ca is proportional to the vectorial Schwarzschild dis-
criminant
A5
r
r
2
1
G1
p
p , ~2.12!
and Cb is independent of A. We find
Caj5S G1pr drr 1df D ~2.13!
and
Cbj5S G1pr jAD1 dpr A1 pr jA ~2.14!
5
p
r2
drG1A1
1
r
„~G1pjA!. ~2.15!
1If the background star and the perturbations both obey the same
one-parameter equation of state p5p(r), then G15(r/p)dp/dr
depends only on the background density r. More generally, we can
regard G15G1(x) as a function of position determined by the struc-
ture of the background star. A very general definition of the adia-
batic index G15G1(x) that is consistent with the phenomenological
relation ~2.4! is given in Eq. ~J24! below.1-3
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to g modes whose frequency scale is set by the Brunt-Va¨isa¨la¨
frequency N ~Brunt for short!, defined by
N25
„p
r
A. ~2.16!
For much of this paper we will specialize to perturbations
of stars without buoyancy, i.e., situations where A50.2 For
example, if the background star and the perturbations obey
one parameter equations of state with adiabatic indices G and
G1 , respectively, then A}G2G1 , and so the zero-buoyancy
case is G5G1 . For ordinary stars, the Brunt frequency in the
convection zone is approximately zero when the superadia-
batic gradient is small. For neutron stars, A50 means a cold,
zero-entropy gas in which the composition adjusts instantly
to changes in density. In real neutron stars the adjustment
speed is limited by beta and inverse-beta decays, which gives
rise to g modes @43# ~see Appendix J for a related discus-
sion!. Our analysis of r modes will make the zero-buoyancy
approximation A50, which is expected to be good in the
regime N!V . However, this inequality will only be margin-
ally satisfied in newly born neutron stars, so it will be im-
portant for future analyses to analyze nonlinear couplings of
r modes in nonzero-buoyancy stars. We choose to focus on
the zero-buoyancy case for simplicity.
The dynamical equation ~2.7! forms the starting point for
our discussions. We can find a large class of solutions for the
case aext50 of no forcing if we make the ansatz
j~x,t !5e2ivtj~x!, ~2.17!
where v is the rotating-frame frequency. This yields
@2v22ivB1C#j50. ~2.18!
The quadratic eigenvalue equation ~2.18! is the standard
equation that one solves to obtain the eigenfunctions j(x)
and eigenfrequencies v for rotating stars. A mode of the star
will consist of a pair ~j,v! that satisfy Eq. ~2.18!.
C. Mode decomposition formalism
1. Nonrotating stars
We start by recalling the standard mode decomposition
formalism for nonrotating stars for which B50, in order to
contrast it with the rotating case below. For nonrotating stars
Eq. ~2.18! reduces to
Cj5v2j, ~2.19!
2For such stars dp Ù dr50 and so the background star satisfies
p5p(r) for some equation of state. Furthermore the perturbations
obey the same equation of state, so the star is barotropic. @A special
case of this is a star of uniform specific entropy, i.e., an isentropic
star.# For more general stars dp and dr need not be proportional.02400which represents a standard eigenvalue problem for v2. We
define the inner product on the space H of complex vector
functions j5j(x) by
^j,j8&5E d3xr~x!j~x!*j8~x!. ~2.20!
The operator C is Hermitian with respect to this inner
product:3 for any elements j and j8 of H,
^j,Cj8&5^Cj,j8&, ~2.21!
while B is anti-Hermitian
^j,Bj8&52^Bj,j8&. ~2.22!
It follows that one can find a set $ja% of eigenvectors of C
with eigenvalues va
2 which are orthonormal
^ja ,jb&5dab ~2.23!
and which also form a basis for the vector space H. Hence
we can decompose any Lagrangian displacement j(x,t) as4
j~x,t !5(
a
qa~ t !ja~x!, ~2.24!
where
qa~ t !5^ja ,j~ t !&. ~2.25!
Finally, by inserting the expansion ~2.24! into the dynamical
equation ~2.7! with B50 and by contracting with ja , one
obtains the equation of motion
q¨a~ t !1va
2 qa~ t !5^ja ,aext~ t !&, ~2.26!
which is just the forced harmonic oscillator equation.
2. Rotating stars
Turn, now, to the corresponding formalism for rotating
stars. We make a number of simplifying assumptions:
The background star is stable, so all frequencies are real.
All the modes are nondegenerate: for each frequency v
the dimension of the space of eigenmodes is one. This as-
sumption will be relaxed in Sec. II C 3 below.
A more general treatment, without these assumptions, is
given in Appendix A.
The eigenvalue equation ~2.18! can be reformulated as a
standard eigenvalue equation @Eq. ~A9! below# for v involv-
ing a non-Hermitian operator. Non-Hermitian operators in
general do not possess sufficiently many right eigenvectors
3Throughout this paper we assume that the space H is finite di-
mensional, as it will be in any numerical computations, to avoid
discussing subtleties related to infinite dimensional spaces.
4The sum over a in Eq. ~2.24! is over all distinct solutions ja to
Eq. ~2.19!, not over the larger set of distinct pairs ~j,v!, as there is
only one term in the sum ~2.24! corresponding to the two solutions
(ja ,va) and (ja ,2va). This will be important below.1-4
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dard procedure described in linear algebra textbooks to ob-
tain a basis by adding to the eigenvectors certain additional
vectors, sometimes called generalized eigenvectors or Jordan
chain vectors. Each actual eigenvector may have one or more
generalized eigenvectors associated with it, forming a so-
called Jordan chain.
There are two classes of modes ~j,v! in a rotating star:
modes associated with nontrivial Jordan chains @25#, which
we shall call Jordan-chain modes, and modes not associated
with such Jordan chains ~i.e., the length of the chain is zero;
see Appendix A for more details!. A mode that is just at the
point of becoming unstable is always a Jordan-chain mode
@25#. However, even for stable rotating stars, Jordan-chain
modes of zero frequency are always present. One set of such
modes corresponds to displacements of the star to nearby
equilibria with slightly different angular velocities
V→V1dV~r’!, ~2.27!
where r’ is the distance from the rotation axis ~see Appendix
D for a proof of this in the zero-buoyancy case!.5 Therefore,
one cannot assume that no Jordan chains occur. In this sec-
tion we shall nevertheless, for simplicity, describe the for-
malism that would apply if there were no Jordan-chain
modes. This formalism should be useful, for example, in
describing situations in which the Jordan-chain modes are
unimportant dynamically. In the remainder of this paper we
shall assume that the Jordan chain modes are unimportant for
the process of saturation of r modes.6 A more complete treat-
ment of the formalism, allowing Jordan-chain modes, is de-
tailed in Appendix A.
Given these assumptions, there are two obstacles to ob-
taining a mode decomposition formalism similar to that for
nonrotating stars. First, distinct modes ~j, v! and (j8,v8)
satisfying Eq. ~2.18! with vÞv8 need not be orthogonal
with respect to the inner product ~2.20!. Although the opera-
tor
L~v!52v22ivB1C ~2.28!
is Hermitian for real v @42#, the vectors j and j8 are eigen-
vectors of the two different operators L(v) and L(v8) and
so need not be orthogonal. Nevertheless, it is possible to find
a set $ja% of solutions to Eq. ~2.18! that form a basis of H, so
that every Lagrangian displacement can be uniquely decom-
posed as a superposition of the form
5There are also Jordan chain modes corresponding to tilting the
axis of rotation of the star.
6However, note that several studies have found that the gravita-
tional radiation reaction and/or hydrodynamic nonlinearities induce
significant differential rotation in the star @13,16,17#. A set of
coupled equations for the growth of the r mode as well as for the
differential rotation can be formulated using the results of Appendix
A. Since the differential rotation corresponds to a set of Jordan
chains of length one ~Appendix D!, Eqs. ~A21! and ~A22! can be
used to evolve the differential rotation in the linear regime; however
the linear approximation breaks down after a time ;1/dV.02400j~x,t !5(
a
qa~ t !ja~x!. ~2.29!
The second obstacle is the following: There is in general no
choice of basis $ja% of eigenvectors for which the equations
of motion of the coefficients qa(t) defined by Eq. (2.29) are
uncoupled from one another.
To circumvent this obstacle, it is necessary to use a phase
space mode expansion instead of a configuration space mode
expansion, as pointed out by Dyson and Schutz @24#. Let us
label the distinct non-Jordan-chain solutions7 ~j,v! to Eq.
~2.18! as (jA ,vA), so that
@2vA
2 2ivAB1C#jA50. ~2.30!
The set of vectors
F jA2ivAjAG ~2.31!
forms a basis for the space H% H of pairs of vectors @j,j8# .
We deliberately use a different type of index here—capital
Roman indices rather than lower case Greek indices—as a
reminder that the number of distinct A’s is twice the dimen-
sion of H, whereas the number of distinct a’s in the sums
~2.24! and ~2.29! is just the dimension of H.
The mode functions jA are not orthogonal in general, that
is, ^jA ,jB& need not vanish when AÞB . We give an explicit
example demonstrating the nonorthogonality in Sec. III be-
low. However, as shown by Ref. @22#, the modes (jA ,vA) do
obey a modified type of orthogonality relation, which is8
^jA ,iBjB&1~vA1vB!^jA ,jB&50 ~2.32!
for AÞB .
Now, at any time t, we can form the vector
Fj~ t !j˙~ t !G ~2.33!
from the Lagrangian displacement j(x,t) and its time deriva-
tive j˙(x,t). We can expand this vector in the basis ~2.31! as9
Fj~ t !j˜~ t !G5(A cA~ t !F jA2ivAjAG . ~2.34!
7Here we define two solutions ~j,v! and (j8,v8) to be distinct if
vÞv8 or if j and j8 are linearly independent.
8The left-hand side of Eq. ~2.32! is proportional to the symplectic
product W(j1 ,j2) defined by Ref. @22#, where j1(x,t)
5jA(x)exp@2ivAt# and j2(x,t)5jB(x)exp@2ivBt#. An alternative
proof of the orthogonality relation ~2.32! from a phase space con-
struction was given by Ref. @25#, which we review in Appendix A.
9Note that it follows from Eq. ~2.34! that
(
A
~c˙A1ivAcA!jA50.
However, it does not follow that c˙A1ivAcA50 for each A since the
set $jA% is not a basis for H; it has twice too many basis elements.1-5
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can be inverted ~see Appendix A! to obtain
cA~ t !5
1
bA
^jA ,vAj~ t !1ij˙~ t !1iBj~ t !&, ~2.35!
where the constant bA is given by10
bA5^jA ,iBjA&12vA^jA ,jA&. ~2.36!
Since the operator iB is Hermitian, bA is real although it
need not be positive. In Appendix A we show that for vA
Þ0, the constant bA is related to the rotating-frame mode
energy «A at unit amplitude by bA5«A /vA . Finally, the
equation of motion for the mode coefficient cA(t) is the first-
order-in-time equation
c˙A~ t !1ivAcA~ t !5
i
bA
^jA ,aext~ t !&. ~2.37!
Using the mode decomposition ~2.34!, its inverse ~2.35!, and
the equation of motion for each mode ~2.37!, it is straight-
forward to compute the response of the star to any externally
applied acceleration aext(x,t). See Appendix A for justifica-
tion of all the claims and formulas of this subsection.
3. Degeneracy
Consider next the situation where there is degeneracy, that
is, where distinct modes (jA ,vA) and (jB ,vB) have identi-
cal frequencies vA5vB . We introduce the following index
notation: we write the distinct eigenfrequencies as va , and
we let the associated eigenvectors be ja ,k for 1<k<na ,
where na is the degeneracy associated with va . Thus, we
identify the index A with the pair of indices (a ,k), and we
make the identifications
vA5va ,k5va ,
jA5ja ,k . ~2.38!
We can also rewrite sums over A as
(
A
5(
a
(
k51
na
. ~2.39!
Consider now the matrix
MAB5^jA ,iBjB&1~vA1vB!^jA ,jB&. ~2.40!
Using the notation A5(a ,k) and B5(b ,l), we can write the
matrix as MAB5Mak ,bl . In Appendix A we show that the
matrix M is always block diagonal in the sense that
10Note that adjusting the normalization of jA will change the mag-
nitude but not the sign of bA . Hence we cannot find a basis that
achieves bA51 for all A, since some of the bA’s are negative and
some are positive.02400Mak ,bl50 for aÞb . In other words, for vAÞvB we have
MAB50, which is a generalization of the orthogonality re-
lation ~2.32! above.
Within a given degenerate subspace, however, we have
Mak ,al5^ja ,k ,iBja ,l&12va^ja ,k ,ja ,l&, ~2.41!
which is an na3na matrix that depends on the choice of
basis ja ,k . Since we are assuming in this section that all the
eigenfrequencies are real, the matrix ~2.41! is Hermitian and
can be diagonalized by an appropriate chance of basis ja ,k
→Tkl ja ,l within the degenerate subspace. A choice of basis
ja ,k that diagonalizes the matrix ~2.41! is the analog for ro-
tating stars of orthonormal bases for nonrotating stars. For
such bases, the formulas of Sec. II C 2 above are valid in the
degenerate as well as the nondegenerate cases, namely the
mode decomposition ~2.34!, its inverse ~2.35!, the definition
~2.36! of the constant bA , and the equation of motion ~2.37!.
4. Reality conditions
So far, the formalism is valid for complex Lagrangian
displacements j(x,t). We now describe simplifications that
occur in the physically relevant case of real j(x,t).
If (jA ,vA) is a solution of the quadratic eigenvalue equa-
tion ~2.18!, then another solution (jA* ,2vA) can be obtained
by complex-conjugating the mode function and reversing the
sign of the frequency @42#. Under this transformation, the
normalization constant bA flips sign, from Eq. ~2.36!.11 In
Appendix A we show that all non-Jordan-chain modes have
bAÞ0. Hence, all the distinct non-Jordan-chain modes occur
in pairs ~j,v! and (j*,2v).12
Let us now focus attention on the set of modes with bA
.0.13 We introduce the following index notation: we write
the distinct modes with bA.0 as (ja ,va). We identify the
index A with the pair of indices ~a, e!, where e takes on the
values e51 and e52 , and we make the identifications
jA5ja ,e , vA5va ,e , and bA5ba ,e with
va ,15va , ~2.42!
va ,252va ,
ja ,15ja ,
11The inertial-frame frequency v1mV , where m is the azimuthal
quantum number, also flips sign under this transformation.
12If a mode satisfies ~i! jA is purely real, and ~ii! vA50, then from
Eqs. ~2.36! and ~2.22! that mode also has bA50 and hence is a
Jordan-chain mode.
13For modes with vAÞ0, we have
bA5vA^jA ,jA&1
1
vA
^jA ,CjA&,
from Eqs. ~2.18! and ~2.36!. Therefore positive frequency vA.0
would correspond to bA.0 if the operator C were positive. How-
ever, C need not always be a positive operator. Nevertheless we
suspect that for modes of nonzero frequency, positive frequency
always corresponds to bA.0, although we have been unable to
prove this.1-6
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ba ,15ba ,
ba ,252ba .
We can also rewrite sums over A as
(
A
5(
a
(
e56
. ~2.43!
Using these notations, the mode expansion ~2.34! can be
written as
Fj~ t !j˙~ t !G5(a ca ,1~ t !F ja2ivajaG1ca ,2~ t !F ja*ivaja*G ,
~2.44!
and its inverse ~2.35! can be written as
ca ,1~ t !5
1
ba
^ja ,vaj~ t !1ij˙~ t !1iBj~ t !&, ~2.45!
and
ca ,2~ t !5
1
ba
^ja* ,vaj~ t !2ij˙~ t !2iBj~ t !&. ~2.46!
It follows that j(t) will be real if and only if ca ,2(t)
5ca ,1(t)* for all a. In this case, writing ca[ca ,1 , the
mode expansion ~2.44! becomes
Fj~ t !j˙~ t !G5(a ca~ t !F ja2ivajaG1ca~ t !*F ja*ivaja*G ,
~2.47!
the inverse mode expansion ~2.45! becomes
ca~ t !5
1
ba
^ja ,vaj~ t !1ij˙~ t !1iBj~ t !&, ~2.48!
and the equation of motion ~2.37! becomes
c˙a~ t !1ivaca~ t !5
i
ba
^ja ,aext~ t !&. ~2.49!
Note that the number of distinct ja’s is the dimension of
H. In Appendix B we show that the ja’s are linearly inde-
pendent and thus form a basis of H.14 Hence, one could
perform a configuration-space mode expansion of the form
j~x,t !5(
a
qa~ t !ja~x!, ~2.50!
instead of the phase space mode expansion ~2.47!. However,
the coefficients qa(t) defined by Eq. ~2.50! are not related in
14More precisely, they would form a basis for H if there were no
Jordan-chain modes.02400any simple way to the coefficients ca(t),15 and furthermore
the equations of motion for the coefficients qa will not be
uncoupled from one another.
In Appendix C we give an alternative form of the equa-
tions of motion, valid for arbitrary complex j(x ,t), which
combines the two first order equations for ca ,1(t) and
ca ,2(t) in a single second order equation. That alternative
form, when specialized to a nonrotating star and to a real
basis of eigenmodes ja(x), coincides with the standard for-
malism ~2.26! for a nonrotating star.
Finally, in Appendix K we give expressions for the energy
and angular momentum of perturbations in terms of the
mode amplitudes.
III. THE SLOW ROTATION EXPANSION
A. Overview
In this section we discuss the approximation method of
solving for the mode functions jA(x) and frequencies vA by
using a perturbative expansion in the star’s angular velocity
V. The main result of this section is that the leading order ~in
V! mode functions for the inertial or hybrid modes in a
slowly rotating zero-buoyancy star are orthogonal with re-
spect to the inner product ~2.20! of the nonrotating star.
There are two general classes of modes in rotating stars
@44,45#:
Modes for which the frequency goes to zero in the non-
rotating limit. These modes can be called rotational since
they have nonzero frequency only in the presence of rotation.
For zero-buoyancy stars, these modes are the hybrid modes
of Ref. @45#, also called inertial modes. For nonzero-
buoyancy stars, they are purely axial.
Modes with a finite frequency in the nonrotating limit,
such as f and p modes, and g modes in nonzero-buoyancy
stars.
There is a substantial literature on computing mode func-
tions and frequencies perturbatively in powers of V. For
nonzero-buoyancy stars, the rotational or Rossby modes
have been computed to leading order in V by Refs. @46#,
@47#, and @48#, and to all orders in V by Ref. @49#. Nonrota-
tional modes in the nonzero-buoyancy case have been com-
puted by Ref. @50#, and by Ref. @51# beyond the leading
order in V.
For zero-buoyancy stars, there are two classes of rota-
tional modes. The so-called pure or classical r modes @52#
exist only for l5umu and are purely axial. The remaining
rotational modes have both polar and axial pieces and have
been called generalized r modes, hybrid modes or inertial
modes. They have been obtained to leading order in V by
Ref. @45# and by Ref. @53# for Maclaurin spheroids, to higher
order in V by Refs. @54# and @55#, to all orders in V by Ref.
@56#, and in relativistic stars by Ref. @57#. The hybrid modes
consist of mixtures of the r modes of nonzero-buoyancy stars
together with the zero-buoyancy limit of g modes @45#; see
15For the special case of a nonrotating star and real j(x,t), there is
a simple relation between the two sets of coefficients, namely
2ca ,15qa1i q˙a /va and 2ca ,25qa*2i q˙a*/va .1-7
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In this section we will re-derive the equations obtained by
Ref. @45# that describe the leading order mode functions of
the hybrid modes @Eqs. ~3.29!, ~3.30! below#, by using a
formal perturbation theory expansion of the quadratic eigen-
value equation ~2.18!. The main benefit of the analysis is that
it shows that all of the rotational modes are orthogonal with
respect to the inner product of the nonrotating star. In addi-
tion, it clarifies why, in the analysis of Ref. @45#, it is suffi-
cient to consider the curl of the perturbed Euler equation and
to neglect its longitudinal part.
We also note that Ref. @26# shows that if a background
star has Jordan chains of length p, and is subject to a pertur-
bation of order «, then generically the leading order change
in mode frequencies scales as «1/(p11). Now, nonrotating
stars always have Jordan-chain modes of length 1 ~see Ap-
pendix D!, and the leading order effects of rotation on the
mode dynamics is linear in the star’s angular velocity V.
Hence, one might suspect the existence of modes in rotating
stars whose frequencies scale as AV as V→0.16 We show
explicitly in Appendix F that no such modes exist, and ex-
plain why the argument of Ref. @26# does not apply in Ap-
pendix D.
B. Normalization convention
The formalism of Sec. II is invariant under changes of
normalization of the basis functions jA ; changes of the nor-
malization of the modes are compensated for by changes of
the normalization of the mode coefficients cA(t). In general
one can choose any convenient normalization convention.
However, in the context of the slow rotation expansion, state-
ments about the behavior of the mode functions jA as V
→0 are dependent on the normalization convention.17
Throughout the rest of this paper we shall adopt the conven-
tion
^jA ,jA&5MR2, ~3.1!
where M is the stellar mass and R the stellar radius. Then the
mode coefficients are dimensionless, and order unity ampli-
tudes cA;1 correspond to Lagrangian displacements of or-
der size of the star. With this convention, all of the mode
functions jA will have finite limits as V→0.
C. Perturbation expansion
We denote by H0 the subspace of the H of Lagrangian
displacements j(x) spanned by modes of the nonrotating star
of zero frequency. In the zero-buoyancy case, the space H0
consists of those perturbations j(x) for which dr
52„(rj) vanishes, and in the nonzero-buoyancy case it
16Modes whose frequencies v are proportional to AV at large V
have been found by Ref. @32#, but for these modes v→v0Þ0 as
V→0.
17For example, if one chooses to normalize an r mode in such a
way that an amplitude cA of order unity corresponds to a mode
energy of order the stellar binding energy, then jA}1/V as V→0.02400consists of purely axial vectors ~under reasonable assump-
tions!. These characterizations of the space of zero-frequency
modes have been proved for fully relativistic stars by Ref.
@57#. In Appendix E we give Newtonian versions of the
proofs of Ref. @57#, and also derive some other properties of
the space H0 .
The operators B and C can be expanded as power series
in the angular velocity V as18
B5VB~1 ! ~3.2!
and
C5C~0 !1V2C~2 !1O~V4!. ~3.3!
Also the inner product ~2.20! depends on V through the
background density r and can be expanded as
^j,j8&5^j,j8&01V
2^j,j8&21O~V4!. ~3.4!
Since the operators C and iB are Hermitian with respect to
^ , &, it follows that C(0) and iB(1) ~although not C(2)! are
Hermitian with respect to ^ , &0 .
The operator C(0) governs the modes of the nonrotating
star. Let vA
(0)
,jˆq , for A51,2,3..., be a complete set of solu-
tions of the eigenvalue equation for the spherical star:
C~0 !jˆA5vA~0 !2jˆA . ~3.5!
As in Sec. II C 4 above we can take A5(a ,e) with e51 or
e52 , and with jˆa ,15jˆa ,2[jˆa , and va ,1
(0) 52va ,2
(0)
[va
(0)>0. Since C(0) is a Hermitian operator, the basis $jˆa%
is a complete, orthonormal basis of H. The basis jˆa can be
chosen arbitrarily within each degenerate subspace of the
operator C(0). For example, the basis can be chosen arbi-
trarily within the subspace H0 . Below we will introduce a
different, preferred basis ja
(0) of eigenvectors of C(0) that are
the V→0 limit of modes of the rotating star.
Consider now trying to solve for the one parameter family
or families of modes ja(V), va(V) of the rotating star for
which va(V)→va(0) as V→0.19 As explained above, there
are two types of such modes, rotational modes for which
va
(0)50, and non-rotational modes for which va
(0)Þ0. For
both types of modes, we make the ansatz that the frequency
and mode function can be expanded as
va~V!5va
~0 !1Vva
~1 !1V2va
~2 !1O~V3!, ~3.6!
and
18More precisely, the expansion parameter is the dimensionless
quantity VAR3/(GM ), where M and R are the stellar mass and
radius.
19It suffices to consider the case e51 and to seek a one-
parameter family of modes whose limiting frequency is va ,1
(0)
, since
a one parameter family whose limiting frequency is va ,2
(0) can then
be obtained using the transformation (j,v)→(j*,2v); see Sec.
II C 4 above.1-8
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~0 !1Vja
~1 !1V2ja
~2 !1O~V3!. ~3.7!
If we substitute the expansions ~3.6!, ~3.7! and also the ex-
pansions ~3.2!, ~3.3! for the operators B and C into the qua-
dratic eigenvalue equation ~2.18! we get a series of equa-
tions. First, at order O(V0) we get
@2va
~0 !21C~0 !#ja~0 !50, ~3.8!
which is the usual eigenvalue equation for spherical stars. At
order O(V) we get
@2va
~0 !21C~0 !#ja~1 !2va~0 !@2va~1 !1iB~1 !#ja~0 !50.
~3.9!
Finally, at order O(V2), we get the equation
@2va
~0 !21C~0 !#ja~2 !2va~0 !@2va~1 !1iB~1 !#ja~1 !
1@22va
~0 !va
~2 !2va
~1 !22iva
~1 !B~1 !
1C~2 !#ja~0 !50. ~3.10!
We next express these perturbation equations in the basis
of modes of the nonrotating star. We expand the mode func-
tions ja
(0)
, ja
(1)
, and ja
(2) in terms of the eigenbasis $jˆa% of
the nonrotating star as
ja
~0 !5(
b
cab
~0 !jˆb , ~3.11!
ja
~1 !5(
b
cab
~1 !jˆb , ~3.12!
and
ja
~2 !5(
b
cab
~2 !jˆb . ~3.13!
Note that we cannot assume that cab
(0)5dab because of the
possibility of degeneracies. Just as in degenerate perturbation
theory in quantum mechanics, the modes of the rotating star
define a preferred basis ja
(0) of each degenerate subspace.
Since we do not know this basis before we solve for the
modes of the rotating star, we must start our computation
with some arbitrary choice of basis jˆa in each degenerate
subspace.
Next, we substitute the expansion ~3.11! of ja
(0) into the
zeroth-order eigenvalue equation ~3.8!. This gives, using Eq.
~3.5!,
(
b
cab
~0 !@va
~0 !22vb
~0 !2#jˆb50. ~3.14!
It follows that cab
(0)50 when va
(0)Þvb
(0)
. In other words, the
matrix cab
(0)50 is block diagonal, with each block corre-
sponding to a degenerate subspace. Hence the zeroth order
mode function can be written as, from Eq. ~3.11!,02400ja
~0 !5 (
b with vb
~0 !
5va
~0 !
cbb
~0 !jˆb , ~3.15!
and thus lies within the degenerate subspace corresponding
to the eigenvalue va
(0)
. In particular, for the modes with
va
(0)50, the zeroth order mode function ja
(0) lies inside the
space H0 .
The analysis now divides into two cases for the two dif-
ferent types of mode discussed above.
D. Modes with finite frequency in the nonrotating limit
If we substitute the expansions ~3.11! and ~3.12! for ja
(0)
and ja
(1) into the first-order eigenvalue equation ~3.9!, and
then take the zeroth order inner product ^ , &0 with jˆb , we
get
@~va
~0 !!22~vb
~0 !!2#cab
~1 !12va
~0 !va
~1 !cab
~0 !
1iva
~0 !(
g
Bbg
~1 !cag
~0 !50, ~3.16!
where
Bbg
~1 ![^jˆb ,B~1 !jˆg&0 . ~3.17!
If we specialize Eq. ~3.16! to values of b for which vb
(0)
5va
(0)
, and divide across by va
(0) we get
2va
~1 !cab
~0 !1i(
g
Bbg
~1 !cag
~0 !50, ~3.18!
which is a standard eigenvalue equation. Thus, the zeroth
order modes are given by diagonalizing the operator Bbg
(1)
within the degenerate subspace of modes b with vb
(0)
5va
(0)
. The eigenvalues of Bbg
(1) give the first order changes
va
(1) to the eigenfrequency, just as in degenerate perturbation
theory in quantum mechanics.
Suppose now we switch to the basis that diagonalizes Bab
(1)
within each degenerate subspace, so that cab
(0)5dab . Then,
applying Eq. ~3.16! for values of b with vb
(0)Þva
(0) gives for
the first order change in the mode functions
cab
~1 !5
2ivb
~0 !
va
~0 !22vb
~0 !2 Bba
~1 !
. ~3.19!
Using the expansions ~3.7!, ~3.11!, and ~3.12! together with
Eq. ~3.19! shows that the inner product of two mode func-
tions with va
(0)Þvb
(0) is
^ja~V!,jb~V!&5
2iV
va
~0 !1vb
~0 ! Bab
~1 !1O~V2!. ~3.20!
This explicitly demonstrates that modes in a rotating star are
not orthogonal in general, since we can find pairs of modes
a, b of the nonrotating star for which the matrix element
Bab
(1) is nonvanishing.1-9
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Things work somewhat differently for the second class of
modes. If we substitute va
(0)50 into Eq. ~3.9! we get
C~0 !ja~1 !50. ~3.21!
Thus, the first order equation ~3.9! does not determine ja
(1)
,
except to dictate that ja
(1) lie in the space H0 of zero-
frequency modes of the nonrotating star. In addition, the am-
biguity in the choice of basis of ja
(0) of H0 is not resolved at
this linear order.
Hence we must use the second order equation ~3.10!. For
va
(0)50, this equation reduces to
C~0 !ja~2 !1@2va~1 !22iva~1 !B~1 !1C~2 !#ja~0 !50.
~3.22!
If we substitute the expansions ~3.11! and ~3.13! into Eq.
~3.22! and take the zeroth order inner product ^ , &0 with jˆb ,
we get
2va
~1 !2cab
~0 !1vb
~0 !2cab
~2 !1(
g
@2iva
~1 !Bbg
~1 !1Cbg
~2 !#cag
~0 !50,
~3.23!
where
Cbg
~2 ![^jˆb ,C~2 !jˆg&0 . ~3.24!
We now specialize Eq. ~3.23! to values of b for which vb
(0)
50, i.e., project both sides of the equation into H0 .20 This
gives
2va
~1 !2cab
~0 !1(
g
@2iva
~1 !Bbg
~1 !1Cbg
~2 !#cag
~0 !50, ~3.25!
which is a quadratic eigenvalue equation that determines
both va
(1) and cab
(0)
. Equation ~3.25! can be rewritten as
P0@2va~1 !22iva~1 !B~1 !1C~2 !#P0ja~0 !50, ~3.26!
where P0 is the orthogonal projection operator ~with respect
to ^ , &0! that projects into H0 ~see Appendix E!.
It is at this point in the analysis that the difference be-
tween stars with zero and nonzero buoyancy enters. We treat
the two cases separately.
1. Zero-buoyancy stars
When A50, the term P0C(2)P0ja(0) in Eq. ~3.26! van-
ishes. To see this, let
k5Cja~0 !5CP0ja~0 ! . ~3.27!
20The component of Eq. ~3.23! orthogonal to H0 is not needed to
determine the leading order quantities ja
(0) and va
(1)
. It determines
the higher order correction ja
(2) to the mode function.024001It follows from the formula ~2.13! for the operator C that
k(x) must be a pure gradient, so that „3k50. However,
Eq. ~E6! of Appendix E then implies that P0k50, and ex-
panding this last equation to second order in V gives the
desired result.
Equation ~3.26! now simplifies to
@P0iB~1 !P0#ja~0 !52va~1 !ja~ l0 ! , ~3.28!
which is a standard eigenvalue equation in H0 . Thus the
zeroth order mode functions ja
(0) for the hybrid modes are
simply the eigenvectors in H0 of the Hermitian operator
iP0B(1)P0 . It follows that these zeroth order mode func-
tions are orthogonal to each other with respect the inner
product ^ , &0 of the nonrotating star. They are also orthogo-
nal to the zeroth order mode functions of the modes with
va
(0)Þ0, since those mode functions ja
(0) lie completely in-
side degenerate subspaces that are orthogonal to H0 , by Eq.
~3.15!.
We now rewrite the equations defining the hybrid modes
ja
(0)(x) in a more accessible notation. First, from Eq. ~3.15!
we know that ja
(0) lies in H0 , which from Appendix E is
equivalent to
„~rja~0 !!50. ~3.29!
Second, Eq. ~3.28! can be rewritten using the definition ~2.8!
of B and Eq. ~E6! as
„3@2iva
~1 !ja
~0 !12V3ja
~0 !#50. ~3.30!
Equations ~3.29! and ~3.30! are the equations that are solved
to obtain the hybrid modes in Ref. @45#.
Finally we note that going from Eq. ~3.26! to Eq. ~3.28!
entailed dividing by va
(1)
. There is another solution to Eq.
~3.26! with va
(1)50. Examining the perturbation expansion
to higher order for this solution shows that va
(2)50 also. We
suspect that this solution is a zero-frequency solution to all
orders in V. These modes are not Jordan-chain modes, but
they are pure gauge in the sense of Ref. @21#, at least to linear
order in the mode amplitude. We note that it is impractical to
include these modes ~and also the similar modes of Appendix
D! in nonlinear mode evolution calculations since the pertur-
bation expansion in mode amplitude for these modes typi-
cally breaks down on a time scale ;1/V.
2. Stars with buoyancy
For AÞ0 ~stars for which there is a nonzero buoyancy
force!, the space H0 is the space of purely axial vectors ~see
Appendix E!. In this case the quadratic eigenvalue equation
~3.26! for the mode functions can be written as
P0@2va~1 !2ja~0 !22iva~1 !V3ja~0 !1Ca~2 !ja~0 !1Cb~2 !ja~0 !#50,
~3.31!
where P0v is now the axial part of v, and Ca(2) and Cb(2) are
the second order in V pieces of the operators ~2.13! and
~2.15!. The term Ca(2)ja(0) drops out since it is a gradient and
thus has no axial part, and the term Cb(2)ja(0) drops out since
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is purely axial. Using Eq. ~E11!, the equation now reduces to
r„3@2iva~1 !ja~0 !12V3ja~0 !#50. ~3.32!
In Ref. @47# it is shown that Eq. ~3.32! determines the fre-
quency va
(1) but not the eigenfunction ja
(0)
, and that one
must go to higher order in the V expansion in order to de-
termine the eigenfunction; see also Refs. @46# and @48#.
IV. SECOND ORDER LAGRANGIAN PERTURBATION
THEORY IN ROTATING STARS
In this section we develop a second order Lagrangian per-
turbation theory for rotating stars, extending previous analy-
ses of nonrotating stars ~see, e.g., Refs. @59, 60, 28#!. The
main new result is that the expression for the three-mode
coupling coefficient in terms of the mode functions @Eq.
~4.20! below# in the same for rotating stars as for nonrotating
stars. Although we restrict attention in this paper to second
order perturbation theory, we lay the foundations in Appen-
dix J for computing mode coupling coefficients at third and
higher orders.
A. Second order equation of motion
To describe the fluid perturbation we use the rotating-
frame Lagrangian displacement j(x,t). The definition of this
quantity is the same in a nonlinear context as in linear
theory: a fluid element at rotating-frame location x in the
unperturbed star is moved to rotating-frame location x
1j(x,t) by the perturbation. We assume that the pressure p
in the background star is a function p(r ,mW ) of the back-
ground mass density r and of a vector mW of other fluid vari-
ables such as entropy or composition, which can vary with
position. We also assume that the fluid variables mW of each
fluid element are preserved by the perturbation.
Under these assumptions, the equation of motion for j is
derived in Appendix I to second order in j via direct pertur-
bation of the Euler equation, and in Appendix J to any order
in j from a variational principle. The result has the form
j¨1Bj˙1Cj5a@j# , ~4.1!
where the left-hand side contains all the linear terms @cf. Eq.
~2.7! above# and the right-hand side a@j# is a nonlinear ac-
celeration. That acceleration can be written as a5aP1aG ,
where aP and aG are the contributions from pressure gradi-
ents and gravity; the corresponding force densities are f
5ra, fP5raP , and fG5raG .
We expand the acceleration as
a@j#5a~2 !@j,j#1O~j3!5aP
~2 !@j,j#1aC
~2 !@j,j#1O~j3!,
~4.2!
where a(2)@j,j8# , aP
(2)@j,j8# , and aG
(2)@j,j8# are symmetric
bilinear functions of their arguments. In order to give the
explicit results for the second order pieces aP
(2)@j,j# and
aG
(2)@j,j# of the pressure gradient and gravitational accelera-
tions, we need to introduce some notations. The first and024001second order Eulerian perturbations d (1)f and d (2)f to the
Newtonian potential are defined as functionals of j by the
equations @see Eq. ~I30! below#
1
4pG „
2d~1 !f52„~rj! ~4.3!
and
1
4pG „
2d~2 !f5
1
2 „ i„ j~rj
ij j!. ~4.4!
We define the tensors Q i j , J i j and x i j by
Q i j[j
i
; jj
k
ik , ~4.5!
J i j[j
i
;kj
k
; j , ~4.6!
and
x i j[j
i
;lj
l
jkj
k
; j . ~4.7!
Here semicolons denote covariant derivatives, for example
j i
, j[„ jj
i
. Finally, we denote by G1 the generalized adia-
batic index governing the perturbations, defined by Eq. ~I16!
or Eq. ~J24!.
The second order gravitational acceleration is @Eqs. ~I37!
and ~J32! below#
aG j
~2 !@j,j#52„ jd~
2 !f2jk„k„ jd~
1 !f2
1
2 j
kj l„k„ l„ jf .
~4.8!
The second order pressure term is @Eqs. ~I37!, ~J23!, and
~J28! below#
aPi
~2 !@j,j#52
1
r
„ j@p~G121 !Q j i1pJ j i1Cd i
j# , ~4.9!
where
C5
1
2 pQF ~G121 !21 ]G1] ln rG1 12 p~G121 !J ,
~4.10!
and Q and J are the traces of Q j i and J j i . More general
expressions that are valid to all orders in j are given in Eqs.
~J29! below.
A key feature of the equation of motion ~4.1! is that there
is no dependence on the angular velocity V of the rotating
frame in the nonlinear terms on the right-hand side. The
dependence on V occurs only in the linear terms on the left-
hand side. This can be understood most easily from the
variational principle that underlies the hydrodynamical equa-
tions. As explained in Appendix J the only term in the action
that is not explicitly invariant under a change of rotational
frame is the kinetic energy term, and that kinetic energy term
is quadratic in the Lagrangian displacement j and its time
derivative j˙ .
Finally, we note that in Lagrangian perturbation theory
only pressure and gravity can contribute to the nonlinear-11
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vv appears in the Euler equation, no nonlinear advection
terms are present in the Lagrangian framework, since the
kinetic energy is explicitly quadratic in j.
B. Coupled equations of motion for the mode coefficients
We now use the equation of motion given by Eqs. ~4.1!,
~4.2!, ~4.8!, and ~4.9! to derive the coupled, nonlinear ordi-
nary differential equations satisfied by the mode expansion
coefficients cA(t). The basic equation ~2.7! of Sec. II can be
applied with the externally applied acceleration aext(x,t) re-
placed by the nonlinear acceleration a@j# . Therefore we can
directly carry over the equation of motion ~2.37!, which
gives
c˙A~ t !1ivAcA~ t !5
i
bA
^jA ,a
~2 !@j,j#&1O~j3!.
~4.11!
Next, we take the complex conjugate of the phase space
mode expansion ~2.34! and use the fact that j(x,t) is real to
obtain
j~x,t !5(
A
cA~ t !*jA~x!*. ~4.12!
Substituting this expansion into the right-hand side of Eq.
~4.11! gives
c˙A~ t !1ivAcA~ t !5
i
bA (B ,C kABC
* cB~ t !*cC~ t !*1O~c3!,
~4.13!
where the three-mode coupling coefficient is
kABC5^jA* ,a
~2 !@jB ,jC#& ~4.14!
which is completely symmetric in the indices A, B, and C.
For vAÞ0, this equation can also be written as
c˙A~ t !1ivAcA~ t !5ivA(
B ,C
kABC*
«A
cB~ t !*cC~ t !*1O~c3!,
~4.15!
where we have used Eq. ~K22!. This form of the equation
has a simple physical significance, since kABC /«A is the ratio
of the nonlinear interaction energy at unit amplitude to the
energy of the mode at unit amplitude.
The equation of motion ~4.13! is valid for arbitrary com-
plex j(x,t). However, for the physically relevant case of real
j(x,t), the coefficients cA(t) will not all be independent, as
explained in Sec. II C 4 above. The modes will occur in com-
plex conjugate pairs ~j, v! and (j*,2v), and it is conve-
nient to use the set of modes ja defined in Sec. II C 4 con-
sisting of one mode from each complex-conjugate pair. For
this set of modes, the mode expansion is given by Eq. ~2.47!:
j~ t !5(
a
@ca~ t !ja1ca~ t !*ja*# , ~4.16!024001and the inverse mode expansion by Eq. ~2.48!. For this ex-
pansion, the variables ca(t) are all independent. If we now
use the expansion ~4.16! in the equation of motion ~2.49! we
find as a replacement for Eq. ~4.13! the equation
c˙a1ivaca5
i
ba (b ,g @ka¯ bgcbcg1ka¯ b
¯
g
cb*cg1ka¯ bg¯ cbcg*
1ka¯ b¯ g¯cb*cg*# , ~4.17!
where
kabg5^ja* ,a
~2 !@jb ,jg#& ~4.18!
which is symmetric in a, b, and g. In Eq. ~4.17! we have
used a notational convention for the coupling coefficients k
where a bar over an index means that the corresponding
mode function is to be complex conjugated in the expression
for the coupling coefficient. For example, we have
kabg¯5^ja* ,a
~2 !@jb ,jg*#& . ~4.19!
Equation ~4.17! is the final equation of motion. To model the
saturation of r modes, it will have to be supplemented by
viscous damping and gravitational radiation reaction terms.
We now turn to evaluating the coupling coefficients kABC to
insert into this equation, with the understanding that each
capital Roman index can be either an unbarred or a barred
Greek lower case index, for example A5a or A5a¯ . In the
notation of Sec. II C 4, ~a, 1! corresponds to a and ~a, 2!
corresponds to a¯ .
C. Explicit expression for the three-mode coupling coefficient
We can obtain an explicit expression for the coupling co-
efficient kABC in terms of the mode functions jA(x), jB(x),
and jC(x) by substituting the formulas ~4.2!, ~4.8!, and ~4.9!
for the nonlinear acceleration into the definition ~4.14! of
kABC , using the definition ~2.20! of the inner product, and
performing several integrations by parts. The computation
can be simplified by ~i! computing the functional
^j*,a(2)@j,j#& of j, ~ii! equating this functional to k(j,j,j)
where k(j,j8,j9) is a symmetric trilinear functional of its
arguments, in order to determine the functional k(j,j8,j9),
and ~iii! evaluating k(jA ,jB ,jC) to obtain the coupling co-
efficient kABC . For the gravitational terms, the domain of the
spatial integral can be taken to be all of space, if one includes
the d-function contributions in Eq. ~I30!. The gravitational
terms can then be integrated by parts, and the boundary
terms at infinity which are generated vanish. The domain of
integration for the pressure terms can be taken to be the
interior of the star; the boundary terms generated by the in-
tegration by parts vanish since p50 on the stellar surface.
The final result is-12
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1
2 E d3xpF ~G121 !~JABjC1JBCjA
1JCAjB!1H ~G121 !21 ]G1] ln rJ
3jAjBjC1xABC1xACBG
2
1
2 E d3xr@jAi jBj d~1 !fC;i j1jBi jCj d~1 !fA;i j
1jC
i jA
j d~1 !fB;i j1jA
i jB
j jC
k f ;i jk# . ~4.20!
The notations here are as follows. The quantity d (1)fA is
defined by Eq. ~4.3! with j on the right-hand side replaced
by jA . We define the functions
Q i j@j,j8#[j
i
; jj ;k8
k
, ~4.21!
J i j@j,j8#[j
i
;kj ; j8
k
, ~4.22!
and
x i j@j,j8,j9#[j
i
;lj ;k8
lj ; j9
k
. ~4.23!
The tensors Q i j , J i j , and x i j which we defined previously
in Eq. ~4.6! are obtained from these expressions evaluated at
j5j85j9. Finally we define the traces
JAB5d i
jJ i j@jA ,jB# ~4.24!
and
xABC5d i
jx i j@jA ,jB ,jC# . ~4.25!
The domain of integration for the gravitational term in Eq.
~4.20! is all of space. The domain of integration for the pres-
sure terms can be taken to be either the interior of the star, or
all of space.
Note that the expression ~4.20! for the three mode cou-
pling coefficient is valid for arbitrary angular velocities V of
the background star. The expression has no explicit depen-
dence on V, however, and therefore is also valid for nonro-
tating stars. In fact the expression ~4.20! agrees with previ-
ous results @59,60,28# for nonrotating stars, except for an
overall factor of 23 due to differing conventions for the
form of the equation of motion. Some of the previous analy-
ses omitted the pressure force term containing the factor
]G1 /] ln r, and some used the Cowling approximation and
thus omitted the gravitational terms.21
For the special case of constant G1 , it is possible to obtain
an alternative form of the pressure terms in the coupling
coefficient by ~i! taking the domain of integration in both the
21Reference @60# makes a slight error in calculating the gravita-
tional terms. However, since they use the Cowling approximation in
which df50, this error does not affect their results.024001gravitational and pressure terms to be all of space, and ~ii!
performing further integrations by parts @61#. The result can
be expressed as
kABC5k~jA ,jB ,jC! ~4.26!
where
k~j,j,j!52
1
2 E d3x@j ij jjkp ;i jk13~j!j ij jp ;i j
2G1~G111 !p~j!313j ij j~dp ! ;i j
16~j!j i~dp ! ;i13j ij jr~df! ;i j
1j ij jjkrf ;i jk# , ~4.27!
and dp52G1p(j)2jp is the Eulerian pressure per-
turbation. The domain of integration here is all of space, and
therefore one should include the d-functions at the stellar
surface in the factors p ;i jk , p ;i j , and possibly f ;i jk . How-
ever, one can show that all of the contributions from the d
functions cancel in general, and therefore one can take the
domain of integration in the expression ~4.27! to be the in-
terior of the star.
D. Application to Rossby modes
Although the expression for the three-mode coupling co-
efficient is the same for rotating stars as for nonrotating stars,
it is much more difficult to evaluate the coupling coefficient
for rotating stars, for two reasons. First, including centrifugal
flattening of the background pressure and density profiles
makes the integrals much more difficult to perform. Second,
the mode functions jA(x) for rotating stars typically consist
of a sum of terms with different values of the quantum num-
ber l, which complicates the calculation.
We shall avoid the first of these difficulties by using the
slow rotation expansion. First, we will compute the mode
functions to leading order in V, as explained in Sec. III
above. Second, in evaluating the coupling coefficient expres-
sion ~4.20!, we will use the background density, pressure and
potential profiles of a spherical star, i.e., we will use the V
→0 limits of the variables of the background star. This pro-
cedure will give the zeroth order piece of the coupling coef-
ficient kABC in an expansion in powers of V. In cases where
this zeroth order piece vanishes, the coupling coefficient
might be nonzero at higher orders in V.
Before discussing in more detail how to compute the co-
efficients, we describe some useful selection rules.
V. SELECTION RULES FOR THE COUPLING
COEFFICIENTS
A. Terminology
In this section we derive a number of selection rules that
apply to the three-mode coupling coefficient. We start by
reviewing some terminology to describe modes. Any vector
field j(x) can be expanded in vector spherical harmonics as-13
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lm
@Alm~r !Y lm~u ,w!erˆ1Blm~r !Y lm~u ,w!
1Clm~r !r3„Y lm~u ,w!# , ~5.1!
where (r ,u ,w) are spherical polar coordinates and erˆ , euˆ ,
and ewˆ is the associated orthonormal basis. Modes for which
Alm5Blm50 for all l, m are called axial modes. We define h
to be the parity map (x ,y ,z)→(2x ,2y ,2z) and f be the
map (x ,y ,z)→(x ,y ,2z) or (r ,u ,w)→(r ,p2u ,w) which
we call z parity. Rotating stars, both Newtonian and relativ-
istic, are invariant under these maps, and therefore we can
always choose to use a basis of modes for which all the
modes have definite parity and z-parity transformation prop-
erties; see Refs. @55,62#. Specifically, we define the pullback
f
*
j of j under f by @63#
f
*
j5 f
*
@j rˆ~r ,u ,w!erˆ1j
uˆ ~r ,u ,w!euˆ 1j
wˆ~r ,u ,w!ewˆ#
5j rˆ~r ,p2u ,w!erˆ2j
uˆ ~r ,p2u ,w!euˆ
1jwˆ~r ,p2u ,w!ewˆ . ~5.2!
Then we can always find a basis for which all modes are
either z-parity even, satisfying
f
*
j5j, ~5.3!
or z-parity odd, satisfying
f
*
j52j. ~5.4!
Note that f
*
Y lm5(21) l1mY lm . A similar statement is true
for the regular parity map h; we can take all modes to be
either parity even or parity odd. Finally we can take all
modes to have definite values of m, so that if z is the map-
ping (r ,u ,w)→(r ,u ,w1Dw), then
z
*
j5exp@ imDw#j. ~5.5!
Recall also that all modes can be classified as either rota-
tional ~v→0 as V→0! or regular ~v→finite as V→0!, as
discussed in Sec. III A above.
B. Classes of modes
We next review the various different classes of modes to
which we shall apply the selection rules. In zero-buoyancy
stars, we distinguish three different classes of modes:
~1! The rotational modes which are axial to zeroth order
in V. These modes are characterized by single values of l and
of m. If one is working with all the modes jA , then one can
have m5l or m52l . If one is working only with the set of
modes ja with positive rotating-frame frequency v ~the re-
maining modes being complex conjugates of these!, then
only m52l is allowed. These modes are all z-parity odd.
We shall call these modes the pure r modes.
~2! The rotational modes whose V→0 limits are not
axial. These have fixed m but do not have a fixed value of l.
To zeroth order in V they can be expanded as @45#024001j~x!5(j50
‘ FW j1m11~r !
r
Y j1m11
m ~r !erˆ1V j1m11~r !Y j1m11m
2
U j1m~r !
r
LY j1m
m G , ~5.6!
in the z-parity odd case, and as
j~x!5(j50
‘ FW j1m~r !
r
Y j1m
m erˆ1V j1m~r !Y j1mm
2
U j1m11~r !
r
LY j1m11
m G ~5.7!
in the z-parity even case, where L52i(r3) and j runs
over 0, 2, 4,... . Following Ref. @57# we shall call these the
rotational hybrid modes, although they have also been called
inertial modes or generalized r modes.
~3! The regular modes, which can be z-parity even or
z-parity odd, and consist of f and p modes.
Similarly, in stars with buoyancy we shall distinguish the
following classes of modes:
~1! The rotational modes. All of these modes are axial to
zeroth order in V ~Appendix E!. They are also characterized
by single values of l and m, but any values of l, m with l
>umu are allowed. They have z parity (21) l1m11 and parity
(21) l11. We shall call these the r modes. @Unlike the pure r
modes above, their radial eigenfunctions are not polynomial
in r.#
~2! The regular modes, which may be z-parity even or
z-parity odd, and consist of f, p, and g modes.
C. Selection rules
We can write the three mode coupling coefficient as a
symmetric function of the three mode functions jA , jB , jC :
kABC5k~jA ,jB ,jC!. ~5.8!
Now apply the pullback f
*
to this equation. Since the left-
hand side is a pure number, it is invariant. On the right-hand
side, we can pull the f
*
operator inside the function k since
pullback commutes with geometrical operations like taking
covariant derivatives. Thus
kABC5k~ f *jA , f *jB , f *jC!. ~5.9!
If we denote the z parity of mode A by eA561, so that
f
*
jA5eAjA , then it follows from Eqs. ~5.8! and ~5.9! that
@12eAeBeC#kABC50. ~5.10!
Therefore we get the selection rules:
z-parity selection rules:
odd number of z-parity odd modes)kABC50.
~5.11!-14
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coupling coefficient vanishes. An identical argument gives
the selection rule for regular parity:
parity selection rule:
odd number of parity odd modes)kABC50. ~5.12!
Finally, applying Eq. ~5.10! with f replaced by the mapping
w→w1Dw and with eA replaced by exp@imADw# @cf. Eq.
~5.5! above# yields
m selection rule: mA1mB1mCÞ0)kABC50.
~5.13!
These selection rules are valid in rapidly rotating stars as
well as in the slow rotation limit, and also retain their valid-
ity for relativistic stars. The arguments can also be general-
ized to four-mode coupling coefficients kABCD .
The selection rules ~5.11!, ~5.12!, ~5.13! are based on
symmetries of the background star and thus apply to all or-
ders in V. Therefore, when they are applicable, they restrict
not only the piece of kABC which is zeroth order in V ~which
is all we compute in this paper!, but also all correction terms
that are higher order in V. By contrast, in Appendix G we
derive two selection rules which are valid to zeroth order in
V only. First, we show the coupling coefficient for the cou-
pling of three axial modes is O(V). Thus we have
axial selection rule 1:
jA ,jB ,jC5axial1O~V!)kABC5O~V!. ~5.14!
We also prove in Appendix G the following second selection
rule. If ~i! two of the modes are axial, ~ii! the third has
vanishing Eulerian density perturbation, and ~iii! the back-
ground star and perturbations obey the same one-parameter
equation of state ~i.e., the zero-buoyancy or baryotropic
case!, then kABC5O(V). We can write this selection rule as
axial selection rule 2:
drA50~V!, jB ,jC5axial 1O~V!,
zero buoyancy)kABC5O~V!. ~5.15!
Note that axial modes automatically have vanishing density
perturbation to zeroth order in V, from Eq. ~2.3! and using
„j5jr50 and the fact that the background density is a
function of r only to leading order in V. The selection rules
~5.14! and ~5.15! might fail for relativistic stars.
In incompressible stars, we prove in Appendix G that the
coupling between any three rotational modes vanishes to ze-
roth order in V. A precise statement of this selection rule is
incompressible selection rule:
drA ,dpA ,drB ,dpB ,drC ,dpC
5O~1/G1!1O~V!)kABC5O~1/G1!1O~V!,
~5.16!024001where G1 is the adiabatic index of the perturbations. Note
that the regular modes ~f modes! of an incompressible star
have dr→const in the limit G1→‘ , and do not satisfy the
hypothesis of this selection rule, whereas the rotational
modes have exactly vanishing dr and dp ~to zeroth order in
V! and so do satisfy the hypothesis.
The V dependence of the coupling coefficients kABC
arises in two ways: ~i! through the dependence of the expres-
sion ~4.20! on the background star, for which the leading
order corrections arise at O(V2), and ~ii! through the depen-
dence of the mode functions themselves on V, for which the
leading order corrections are O(V2) for pure r modes
@54,55#, but can be O(V) for regular modes. Therefore,
when the zeroth order coupling coefficient vanishes, the
leading order corrections may be O(V) or O(V2), depend-
ing on the modes involved.
D. Applications of selection rules
We now discuss some applications of these rules. Con-
sider first the case of zero-buoyancy stars. The most interest-
ing coupling coefficients are those in which an unstable pure
r mode appears twice, since if the amplitudes of all the other
modes are zero initially, it is via these coupling coefficients
that energy can leak out of the pure r mode. In particular we
are interested in the most unstable mode, the l5m52 mode.
If jA5jB is an unstable pure r mode, then the third mode jC
must be a z-parity even mode from rule ~5.11!. In particular,
the third mode cannot be a pure r mode as pure r modes have
odd z parity. Coupling coefficients between any three pure r
modes vanish. Nonzero coefficients can be obtained by tak-
ing the third mode to be a z-parity even regular mode. How-
ever, if the third mode is taken to be a z-parity even rota-
tional hybrid, then the second axial selection rule ~5.15!
applies due to Eq. ~3.29!, and implies that the coupling co-
efficient vanishes to zeroth order in V. It may be nonvanish-
ing to higher order in V @64#. If one considers one pure r
mode and two rotational hybrid modes, the corresponding
coupling vanishes in an incompressible star by the incom-
pressible selection rule, but may be nonvanishing at
O(1/G1).
In Table I we summarize which classes of modes can and
cannot couple to zeroth order in V in zero-buoyancy stars.
Stars indicate non-zero coupling coefficients. Since kABC is
symmetric, Table I lists all possible types of coupling coef-
ficient except one, the coupling coefficient between one pure
r mode, one regular mode, and one hybrid rotational mode;
TABLE I. Coupling coefficient summary for modes of zero-
buoyancy stars, to zeroth order in the star’s angular velocity. Dashes
denote coefficients which are forced to vanish by selection rules.
Stars denote nonzero coefficients.
2 pure r modes 2 regular
2 hybrid
rotational
pure r mode — * *
regular * * *
hybrid rotational — * *-15
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kinds of coupling coefficients that can be nonzero when
z-parity restrictions are met. For example, the table indicates
that three hybrid rotational modes can couple together, but
this can only happen when the coupling involves an even
number of z-parity odd modes.
For nonzero-buoyancy stars, consider the coupling coeffi-
cient between three r modes. If the three modes have quan-
tum numbers lA , mA , lB , mB , and lC , mC , then since each
mode has z-parity (21) l1m11, Eq. ~5.10! gives
@12~21 !31mA1mB1mC1lA1lB1lC#kABC50. ~5.17!
Invoking the m selection rule ~5.13! implies that lA1lB1lC
must be odd for kABC to be nonzero. If all three modes are of
the umu5l variety, this contradicts mA1mB1mC50, so the
coupling of three l5umu modes is zero. If some of the three
modes do not satisfy l5umu, then the z-parity and parity
selection rules do not apply. However, the axial selection rule
~5.14! does apply and therefore the coupling coefficient van-
ishes to zeroth order in V. To higher order in V however,
these coupling coefficients with lA1lB1lC odd and mA
1mB1mC50 need not vanish. In fact, Morsink @64# has
calculated coupling coefficients of this type to O(V2) and
has found them to be nonzero.
VI. COMPUTATIONAL METHOD FOR COUPLING
COEFFICIENTS
In this section we describe an efficient computational
method for computing coupling coefficients in rotating stars.
Specific coupling coefficients relevant to r-mode saturation
will be computed numerically in a subsequent paper.
A. Overview
Direct calculation of the expression ~4.20! for the cou-
pling coefficients is algebraically intensive even in the case
where all three modes have no sums over l. If one proceeds
in spherical coordinates to directly calculate all the covariant
derivatives needed one encounters many terms that scale as
1/sinn u with n>2. These terms are divergent as u→0 or p.
Since the full coupling coefficient is obviously finite at the
poles (u50,p), these terms must cancel with other terms of
the same order in 1/sin u. However, the amount of algebra
necessary to cancel these terms by hand is unmanageable.
Calculation of the coupling coefficients in Cartesian coordi-
nates is also daunting. Even though all covariant derivatives
are highly simplified in Cartesian coordinates, the total num-
ber of terms is greater than in spherical coordinates and one
must still integrate over the sphere in the end, which is awk-
ward. Cartesian coordinates also obscure selection rules that
might lead to insight into which modes couple and which do
not. Methods based on integration by parts simplify the al-
gebra for nonrotating stars @28,60#, but, for rotating stars,
modes acquire toroidal pieces that severely complicate the
angular integrations even after integration by parts.
To circumvent these difficulties, we have found that using
the spin-weighted spherical harmonics of Ref. @27# as angu-
lar basis functions is ideal. The use of these basis functions024001allows one to immediately reduce the angular integrals to
Wigner 3-j symbols. It also reduces dramatically the number
of terms that must be calculated. For example, for modes that
have only one value of l each, Eq. ~4.20! requires explicit
calculation of ;100 terms, including many that require com-
puting angular derivatives of the mode functions. When
modes involve sums over n values of l, the number of terms
to calculate scales as n3. Once this is all done, one must then
integrate the resulting complicated expression over angles.
However, in the spin-weighted formalism, the calculation in-
volves just 6n3 terms, none of which requires computing
angular derivatives. Moreover, those 6n3 terms are com-
pletely spherically symmetric, all angular dependence being
already integrated out in terms of Wigner 3-j symbols. The
coupling coefficients are then built from these spherically
symmetric terms, their corresponding 3-j symbols, and their
complex conjugates and symmetrizations. The method is
easy to automate, including the various sums over the differ-
ent l’s of the modes, leaving only 6 terms to actually code
up.
This section is organized as follows. In Sec. VI B we de-
fine the spin-weighted basis and express the covariant de-
rivatives needed for the coupling coefficients in terms of
components on that basis. Some details are relegated to Ap-
pendix H. Section VI C derives the explicit expression ~6.24!
for the coupling coefficient in terms of spherically symmetric
functions and Wigner 3-j symbols.
The method described here is specialized to slowly rotat-
ing stars and is valid only to zeroth order in V, since we take
the background density and pressure to be functions of r
only. However, it is straightforward to extend the method to
higher orders in V. For example, in calculating coupling co-
efficients to second order in V, contributions of order O(V2)
will arise both from corrections to the background stellar
model ~centrifugal flattening!, and from corrections to the
modes. Including the additional angular dependence of the
background density and pressure would require computing
angular integrals of products of four spin-weighted spherical
harmonics instead of three.
B. An appropriate choice of basis
Consider a given mode function j(x). Since any mode
has a fixed value of m, we can assume an expansion of the
mode function on a basis of vector spherical harmonics of
the form
j5 (
l5umu
‘ FWlm~r !
r
Y lmerˆ1Vlm~r !Y lm2 Ulm~r !r LY lmG ,
~6.1!
where L52i(r3). We define a set of spin-weighted basis
vectors consisting of two complex null 3 vectors, m and m¯
given by
m5
1
&
~euˆ 1iewˆ!, ~6.2!
and-16
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1
&
~euˆ 2iewˆ! ~6.3!
and a vector orthogonal to those two,
15erˆ . ~6.4!
The components of the metric on this noncoordinate basis
are
gll5gll51, ~6.5!
gmm¯ 5gmm¯ 51, ~6.6!
with all other components zero. The components of the mode
function j on this basis are given by
j1[q051j,
jm[q15mj,
jm¯ [q215m¯j, ~6.7!
where the subscript 0, 1 or 21 on the scalar function
q(r ,u ,w) represents the spin weight22 of the component.
Note that
j l5j
l5q0 ,
jm5j
m¯ 5q1 ,
jm¯ 5j
m5q21 , ~6.8!
and that the mode function can be reconstructed as
j5j l11jm¯ m¯1jmm. ~6.9!
Spin-weighted spherical harmonics are defined in terms of
the matrix representations of the rotation group, D2sm
l by
sY lm~u ,w!5A~2l11 !/4pD2sml ~f ,u ,0!, ~6.10!
where s is the spin weight and 0Y lm are the ordinary spheri-
cal harmonics Y lm . See Ref. @65# for a definition and a de-
tailed list of the properties of the quantities D2sm
l
. For each
value of the spin weight s, these spin-weighted spherical har-
monics form a complete orthonormal set, i.e.
E
s
Y lm* sY l8m8dV5d l8ldm8m . ~6.11!
Thus we can expand q0 ,q1 ,q21 on the spin-weighted
spherical harmonics bases as
22For a definition of spin weight, see Appendix H.024001q0~r ,u ,w!5(
L
f 0L~r ! 0Y L~u ,w!,
q1~r ,u ,w!5(
L
f 1L ~r ! 1Y L~u ,w!,
q21~r ,u ,w!5(
L
f 2L ~r ! 21Y L~u ,w!, ~6.12!
where the subscripts 1 and 2 are understood to mean 11
and 21 respectively, and L denotes ~lm!. Therefore the ex-
pansion of the mode function can be written as
j5(
lm
@ f 0lm~r ! 0Y lm11 f 1lm~r ! 1Y lmm¯1 f 2lm~r ! 21Y lmm# .
~6.13!
In Appendix H we relate the coefficients f slm(r) appearing in
this expansion to the coefficients Ulm(r), Vlm(r), and
Wlm(r) appearing in the expansion ~6.1! above @see Eqs.
~H11! and ~H12!#.
We will be using a nonstandard notational convention in-
volving the symbol L which we now explain. In rotating
stars, l is generally not a good ‘‘quantum number’’ while m
is. In general there will be other good quantum numbers that
will allow us to enumerate the modes. What is meant by the
symbol L is a set of numbers representing both the good and
bad quantum numbers of the object in question. For example,
when L is used on a sY lm we mean the string of quantum
numbers ~l,m!. However, when L is used on the mode func-
tion f 1L it may mean a string of numbers that includes, but is
not limited to l and m. When we sum over L it is implied that
we sum only over bad quantum numbers. Thus we might
label the above component q0 with another index ~A say!
representing only the good quantum numbers that are left
after the bad ones have been summed over, e.g.
q0
A~r ,u ,w!5(
L
f 0L~r ! 0Y L~u ,w!. ~6.14!
And finally, when we use the symbol L not in a sub or
superscript it is defined to be L[Al(l11).
We now express the covariant derivatives of the mode
functions that appear in the coupling coefficient ~4.20! in
terms of our new expansion coefficients f sL(r). The details
of the calculation are given in Appendix H. We define the
functionals Gs
L@ f sL(r)# , FsL@ f sL(r)# , and HsL@ f sL(r)# to be
Gs
L@ f sL~r !#[
1
r S f 0L~r !2 sL& f 2sL ~r !D ,
Fs
L@ f sL~r !#[2
1
r S f sL~r !1 sL& f 0L~r !D ,
Hs
L@ f sL~r !#[2
s
&
f sL~r !AL222. ~6.15!-17
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can be written as
j ;l
l 5(
L
f 0,rL ~r ! 0Y L ,
j ;l
m¯ 5(
L
f 1 ,rL ~r ! 1Y L ,
j ;l
m5(
L
f 2 ,rL ~r ! 21Y L ,
j ;m
m 5(
L
G1
L @ f # 0Y L ,
j ;m¯
m¯ 5(
L
G2
L @ f # 0Y L ,
j ;m
m¯ 5(
L
H1
L @ f # 2Y L ,
j ;m¯
m 5(
L
H2
L @ f # 22Y L ,
j ;m
l 5(
L
F1
L @ f # 1Y L ,
j ;m¯
l 5(
L
F2
L @ f # 21Y L , ~6.16!
where we abbreviate Gs
L@ f sL(r)# as GsL@ f # , etc. Note that
this formalism allows us to write down forms for the cova-
riant derivatives in terms of functions of r only. The angular
derivatives have all been computed. Thus the formalism
avoids the large curvature terms that can arise from angular
covariant derivatives in spherical coordinates. Another ad-
vantage is that the formalism allows us to integrate the cou-
pling coefficients over angles immediately; no integrations
by parts are needed. To see how this works we note that the
integral over angles of three of the spin-weighted spherical
harmonics can be written simply in terms of Wigner 3-j sym-
bols @65#, which are easily calculated:
E
s1
Y l1m1s2Y l2m2s3Y l3m3dV
[^s1Y l1m1s2Y l2m2s3Y l3m3&
54pA~2l111 !/4pA~2l211 !/4pA~2l311 !/4p
3E D2s1m1l1 ~w ,u ,0!D2s2m2l2 ~w ,u ,0!D2s3m3l3 ~w ,u ,0!dV
54pA~2l111 !/4pA~2l211 !/4pA~2l311 !/4p
3S l1 l2 l3
2s1 2s2 2s3
D S l1 l2 l3
m1 m2 m3
D . ~6.17!
024001Note that this integral vanishes unless m11m21m350, cf.
the m selection rule ~5.13!.
C. Integrating the coupling coefficients over the sphere
To begin integrating the expression ~4.20! over angles we
write
kABC[E r2drkABC~r !, ~6.18!
and note that in calculating kABC we can ignore mode indi-
ces as long as we symmetrize at the end of the computation.
To this end define an operator S that symmetrizes over mode
indices:
SLL1L2L3[L ~L1L2L3!
[
1
6 ~LL1L2L31LL2L1L31LL3L2L11LL1L3L2
1LL3L1L21LL2L3L1!. ~6.19!
Now expand the scalar jA as
jA[(
L
g0
L~r ! 0Y L , ~6.20!
and the scalar dfA as
a[dfA[(
L
a0
L~r ! 0Y L . ~6.21!
The second covariant derivatives of this scalar are then given
by
a ;mm5(
L
E0
L@a# 2Y L , a ;m¯ m¯ 5(
L
E0
L@a# 22Y L ,
a ;lm5a ;ml5(
L
C1
L @a# 1Y L ,
a ;lm¯ 5a ;m¯ l5(
L
C2
L @a# 21Y L ,
a ;mm¯ 5a ;m¯ m5(
L
D0
L@a# 0Y L , a ;ll5(
L
a0,rr
L
0Y L ,
~6.22!
where the functionals E0
L@a(r)# , CsL@a(r)# and D0L@a(r)#
are
E0
L@a~r !#[
L
2r2
AL222a0L~r !,
D0
L@a~r !#[
1
2r2 ~2ra0,r
L 2a0
LL2!,-18
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L@a~r !#[
sL
&r
S 1
r
a0
L2a0
,r
L D . ~6.23!
We are now in a position to write down kABC(r):
kABC~r !5
1
2 (L1L2L3
$LL1L2L3
~1 ! ~r !^0Y L10Y L20Y L3&
16S@LL1L2L3
~2 ! ~r !^0Y L11Y L221Y L3&#
16S@LL1L2L3
~3 ! ~r !^0Y L12Y L222Y L3&#
16S@LL1L2L3
~4 ! ~r !^22Y L11Y L21Y L3&#
1~1↔2 !%, ~6.24!
where the ~1 ↔ 2! symbol means repeat all terms in the
above equation replacing s→2s in the integrals and inter-
changing 1 and 2 subscripts in the functions ~detailed be-
low!. The functions LL1L2L3
(i) (r) are given by
LL1L2L3
~1 ! ~r !5
1
2 pH ~L121 !21 ]G1] ln r0J g0L1g0L2g0L3
2
1
2 r
d3f
dr3 f 0
L1 f 0
L2 f 0
L31SH p~G121 !
33F12 g0L1 f 0,rL2 f 0,rL31g0L1G1L2@ f #G1L3@ f #G
12pF12 f 0,rL1 f 0,rL2 f 0,rL31G1L1@ f #G1L2@ f #G1L3@ f #G
2r
3
2 f 0
L1a0
,rr
L2 f 0
L3J , ~6.25!
LL1L2L3
~2 ! ~r !5p~G121 !g0
L1F
1
L2@ f # f 2
,r
L3
2rS 12 D0L1@a# f 1L2 f 2L31 f 0L1C1L2@a# f 2L3D
1p@ f 0
,r
L11G
1
L1@ f ##F1
L2@ f # f 2
,r
L3
2
1
2 r
d
dr S 1r dfdr D f 0L1 f 1L2 f 2L3, ~6.26!
LL1L2L3
~3 ! ~r !5
1
2 p~G121 !g0
L1H
1
L2@ f #H2
L3@ f #
1pG
1
L1@ f #H1
L2@ f #H2
L3@ f # , ~6.27!
LL1L2L3
~4 ! ~r !5pH2
L1@ f # f 1
,r
L2 F
1
L3@ f #2r 12 E0
L1@a# f 1
L2 f
1
L3
,
~6.28!
where a comma indicates ordinary differentiation.
To summarize, given a set of three modes jA ,jB ,jC , the
computational method is to ~i! use Eqs. ~H11! and ~H12! to
compute the expansion coefficients f slm(r) for each mode in024001terms of the more standard expansion coefficients Ulm(r),
Vlm(r), and Wlm(r) appearing in the expansion ~6.1!, and
~ii! use the expressions ~6.17!, ~6.18!, and ~6.24!–~6.28! to
compute the coupling coefficient kABC from the functions
f slm(r).
VII. SUMMARY
In this paper, we have formulated a perturbative approach
to the nonlinear interactions of unstable r modes in a neutron
star. Our formalism presumes that mode growth saturates at
moderately low amplitudes, so that we can model the modal
interactions via three-mode couplings. By developing further
a previous perturbation theory for rotating stars, we have
found equations of motion for the mode amplitudes of rotat-
ing stars that are uncoupled at linear order when acted upon
by an external force. This feature of our formalism is essen-
tial for following the cascade of energy from one mode to
another when lowest order nonlinear couplings are included.
The important astrophysical question is what determines
the saturation amplitude for unstable r modes. Fundamen-
tally, if mode-mode coupling is the dominant damping, we
expect the saturation amplitude to be set by a competition
between the growth rate of the instability, and the amplitude-
dependent rate of drainage of energy from an unstable mode
to other stellar modes. Our formalism gives explicit formulas
for the lowest-order coupling coefficients among stellar
modes. The numerical simulations by Stergioulas and Font
@16#, and Lindblom, Tohline, and Vallisneri @17#, have found
the coupling of the unstable l5umu52r-mode to other stellar
modes to be surprisingly weak, resulting in a time scale for
energy transfer to other modes that is at least ;20 rotation
periods even when the modal amplitude is substantial.
Although we shall present detailed numerical solutions of
our equations of motion for modal amplitudes in a subse-
quent publication, there are already hints, in the formal de-
velopments presented here, of an explanation for the appar-
ent weakness of the coupling of the l5umu52r-mode to
other stellar modes. Strong coupling requires either near-
resonance or a large coupling coefficient, or both. Although
the rotational modes have frequencies comparable to the r
mode, we have found that the possible couplings to such
modes may be limited. For example, in zero-buoyancy stars
parity arguments prevent the coupling of three r modes, and
the couplings involving two r modes and one hybrid rota-
tional mode vanish to zeroth order in the stellar angular ve-
locity. In nonzero-buoyancy stars, the coupling between r
modes is again vanishing to zeroth order in V, but is nonzero
when correction terms of order O(V2) are included @64#.
Thus, the couplings among r modes are small, generically.
The coupling of two r modes to an f mode need not be small.
However, since the eigenfrequencies of f modes are
;(GM /R3)1/2, which is much larger than V for a slowly
rotating star, the excitation of an f mode from small ampli-
tude by an unstable r mode is likely to be suppressed, by
factors ;V2R3/GM .
Finally, as explained in the Introduction, the possibility of
the r modes saturating at small amplitude is not necessarily
incompatible with the numerical simulations to date, or with-19
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modes. If the modes do saturate at small or moderate ampli-
tude, then the formalism developed in this paper may be
sufficient to explore the saturation process. On the other
hand, it is possible that the formalism developed here may
have to be developed further in order to understand the satu-
ration. Some possibilities are:
It may be that the r modes stop growing only in the very
nonlinear regime, where shocks develop, as in the simula-
tions of Lindblom, Tohline, and Vallisneri @17#. If this is the
case then the perturbative formalism developed here will not
be useful. However, as explained in the introduction, the
simulations to date do not show that the strongly nonlinear
regime is reached.
It may be that an analysis with only three-mode couplings
will be insufficient, as cubic potentials generically have in-
stabilities at large amplitude @28#, but that including four-
mode couplings will be sufficient to allow an exploration of
the saturation process.
This paper has only studied the coupling coefficients to
zeroth order in the stellar angular velocity. However, it may
be that the dominant energy-transfer channels involve cou-
pling coefficients that are nonzero only at O(V2).
We have focused attention in this paper on zero-buoyancy
stars, for simplicity. However the quantitative details of the
saturation process in real neutron stars may be altered by the
presence of buoyancy forces.
Finally, we have used Newtonian gravity throughout. It is
conceivable that important energy transfer channels could
come about via coupling coefficients which vanish at New-
tonian order ~to zeroth order in V!, but which are nonvan-
ishing when post-1-Newtonian corrections are included. This
will depend on the relative sizes of the two dimensionless
parameters GM /(c2R) and R3V2/(GM ). The fact that the
gravitational radiation reaction force on the l5m52 r mode
is dominated not by the ‘‘Newtonian’’ quadrupole coupling
but instead by the ‘‘post-Newtonian’’ gravitomagnetic cou-
pling is a hint in this direction.
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APPENDIX A: HAMILTONIAN ANALYSIS
OF LINEARIZED PERTURBATIONS
The purpose of this appendix is to derive the mode de-
composition formalism described in Sec. II of the body of
the paper. As discussed in Sec. II, most of that formalism is
contained in a series of papers by Schutz and collaborators
@23–26#. Schutz introduces the phase space mode expansion,
shows that the set of vectors ~2.31! form a basis for H0240013H, and gives an extensive discussion of Jordan chains.
The main new feature that we introduce is the explicit com-
putation of left eigenvectors @defined in Eq. ~A31! below# in
terms of right eigenvectors, and the subsequent derivation of
the equations of motion in the explicit form ~2.37! above.
For completeness, we sketch in this appendix derivations of
all the building blocks of the formalism. Sections A1–A4
detail the formalism for non-Jordan chain modes. However,
evolving the differential rotation and/or total spin of the star
requires an extension of the formalism to compute the equa-
tions of motion for Jordan chain modes. That extension is
given in Sec. A 5.
1. Phase space equations of motion
We start by reformulating the equation of motion ~2.18! as
a pair of first order equations rather than a single second
order equation. Our treatment closely follows @24#, except
that we use canonically conjugate variables instead of j and
j˙ .
The equation of motion ~2.18! can be derived from the
Lagrangian density
L5 12 j˙j˙1 12 j˙Bj˙2 12 jCj1aext~ t !j. ~A1!
The momentum canonically conjugate to j is
p5
]L
]j˙
5j˙1
1
2
Bj, ~A2!
and the associated Hamiltonian density is
H5 12 ~p2 12 Bj!21 12 jCj2aext~ t !j. ~A3!
The Hamiltonian equations of motion can be written as
z˙5Tz1F~ t !, ~A4!
where
z~ t ,x![F j~ t ,x!p~ t ,x!G , ~A5!
the operator T is
T5F 2 12 B 1
2C1
1
4 B
2 2
1
2 B
G , ~A6!
and where
F~ t !5F 0aext~ t !G . ~A7!
If we now specialize to the case of no forcing term, aext(t)
50, and assume a solution of the form
z~ t ,x!5e2ivtz~x!, ~A8!-20
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@T1iv#z~x!50. ~A9!
It is straightforward to show using Eqs. ~A2! and ~A5! that
Eq. ~A4! is equivalent to the configuration space equation of
motion ~2.18!, and that the eigenvalue equation ~A9! is
equivalent to the quadratic eigenvalue equation ~2.18!.
2. Right and left eigenvectors and Jordan chains
Label the distinct right eigenvectors of T as zA , and the
associated eigenfrequencies as vA , so that
@T1ivA#zA50. ~A10!
Since the operator T is not Hermitian, we will have also left
eigenvectors xA ~distinct from the right eigenvectors! that
satisfy
@T†2ivA*#xA50. ~A11!
Here
T†5F 12 B 2C1 14 B2
1
1
2 B
G , ~A12!
is the Hermitian conjugate of T, since C†5C and B†
52B.
Since the operator T is not Hermitian, the set of its right
eigenvectors will not in general be a complete basis. How-
ever, one can obtain a complete basis if one includes all
Jordan chains @25#. What this means is as follows. For a
given eigenvalue 2ivA , let VA be the subspace of H2[H
% H consisting of vectors z that satisfy
@T1ivA#mz50 ~A13!
for some integer m>1. Clearly the space VA contains all the
right eigenvectors associated with vA . Now it can be shown
that the direct sum of all the subspaces VA ~one for each
distinct eigenvalue! gives the entire space H2 . Hence, to
obtain a basis for H2 , it suffices to find a basis for each
space VA . One can always find such a basis of the form
$zA ,s% where 0<s<pA , zA ,05zA is the right eigenvector,
zA ,1 , . . . ,zA ,pA are a set vectors in VA that satisfy
@T1ivA#zA ,s5zA ,s21 , ~A14!
for 1<s<pA and that form the Jordan chain of length pA
associated with zA . For each eigenvector zA , either pA50
and there is no associated Jordan chain, or there is a chain of
length pA>1. The set $zA ,su A51,2,3,...,0<s<pA% of Jor-
dan chains, including the right eigenvectors, forms a basis of
H2 .
These Jordan chains are right Jordan chains. We also have
for each A a left eigenvector xA5xA ,0 as discussed above,
and left Jordan chains consisting of vectors xA ,s for 1<s
<pA satisfying024001@T†2ivA*#xA ,s5xA ,s21 , ~A15!
for 1<A<pA . Note that the length pA of the left Jordan
chain must be the same as that of the right Jordan chain, for
each A. The basis $xA ,s% of left Jordan chains can be chosen
to be dual to the basis of right Jordan chains in the sense that
^xA ,s ,zB ,l&5dABdpA ,s1l , ~A16!
for all A, B and for 0<s<pA and 0<l<pB @25#. The inner
product here is defined in the obvious way as
^@j,p# ,@j8,p8#&[^j,j8&1^p,p8&, ~A17!
where the inner products on the right-hand side are given by
the definition ~2.20!.
3. General mode expansion and equations of motion
for mode coefficients
We expand z(t ,x) on the basis of right Jordan chains as
z~ t ,x!5(
A
(
s50
pA
cA ,s~ t !zA ,s~x!, ~A18!
where from the orthogonality relation ~A16! we have
cA ,s5^xA ,pA2s ,z&. ~A19!
Substituting the expansion ~A18! into the dynamical equa-
tion ~A4!, and using the defining properties ~A10! and ~A14!
of right Jordan chains yields
(
A
(
s50
pA
c˙A ,s~ t !zA ,s5(
A
(
s50
pA
cA ,s~ t !@2ivAzA ,s1zA ,s21#
1F~ t !, ~A20!
where we define zA ,21[0. Now multiplying on the left by
xB ,l , using the orthogonality relation ~A16!, and then rela-
beling the indices yields the equations
c˙A ,s1ivAcA ,s2cA ,s115^xA ,pA2s ,F~ t !&, ~A21!
for 0<s<pA21, and
c˙A ,pA1ivAcA ,pA5^xA ,0 ,F~ t !&. ~A22!
Thus, the equations for the mode coefficients
cA ,0(t),cA ,1(t),. . . ,cA ,pA(t) are coupled together for each
fixed A, but the different A’s are uncoupled. The general
solution of Eqs. ~A21! and ~A22! in the case of no forcing
terms is a polynomial in time multiplied by the usual com-
plex exponential:
cA ,s~ t !5e
2ivAt (
l50
pA2s
gA ,s1lt
l
, ~A23!
where gA ,0 ,gA ,1 , . . . ,gA ,pA are constants of integration.-21
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We now specialize to the situation where there are no
Jordan chains. In this case the orthonormality relation ~A16!
reduces to
^xA ,zB&5dAB , ~A24!
and the mode expansion ~A18! becomes
z~ t ,x!5(
A
cA~ t !zA~x!. ~A25!
The inverse of this mode expansion is
cA~ t !5^xA ,z~ t !&, ~A26!
and the equation of motions ~A21! and ~A22! for the mode
coefficients reduce to
c˙A1ivAcA5^xA ,F~ t !&. ~A27!
a. Translation of results to configuration space variables
Our goal now is to write these results for no Jordan chains
entirely in terms of the Lagrangian displacement j and its
time derivative j˙ , and the modes (jA ,vA) of the configura-
tion space formalism. To do this we proceed as follows. We
write the right eigenvector zA as
zA5F jApAG , ~A28!
and similarly write the left eigenvector xA as
xA5FsAtA G . ~A29!
Then the definitions ~A10!, ~A11! of right and left eigenvec-
tors together with the formula ~A6! for the operator T shows
that jA and tA are right and left eigenvectors of the operator
L(vA)52vA2 2ivAB1C @cf. Eqs. ~2.28! and ~2.30! above#
L~vA!jA50 ~A30!
L~vA!†tA50. ~A31!
In addition we obtain the formulas
pA52ivAjA1BjA/2 ~A32!
and
sA5ivA*tA2BtA/2, ~A33!
which using Eqs. ~A34! and ~A35! allow us to write the
phase space right and left eigenvectors jA and xA entirely in
terms of the configuration space left and right eigenvectors
jA and tA :
zA5F jA2ivAjA1 12 BjA G ~A34!
024001and
xA5F ivA*tA2 12 BtA
tA
G . ~A35!
Now using the definitions ~A2! and ~A5! and the formula
~A34! we can rewrite the mode expansion ~A25! as
F j~ t !j˙~ t !1 12 Bj~ t !G5(A cA~ t !F
jA
2ivAjA1
1
2 BjAG ,
~A36!
which is equivalent to the expansion ~2.34! quoted in the
body of the paper. Note that there is a one-to-one correspon-
dence between right eigenvectors solutions zA of Eq. ~A10!
and solutions (jA ,vA) of Eq. ~2.18!, which allows us to
identify the sums over A that appear in the expansions ~2.34!
and ~A36!.
Next, we can use the formulas ~A34! and ~A35! to rewrite
the orthogonality relation ~A24!, the inverse mode expansion
~A26! and the equation of motion ~A27!. The results are
dAB5^tA ,BjB&2i~vA1vB!^tA ,jB&, ~A37!
cA~ t !52i^tA ,vAj~ t !1iBj~ t !1ij˙~ t !&
~A38!
and
c˙A1ivAcA5^tA ,aext~ t !&, ~A39!
where we have also used Eqs. ~2.22!, ~A2!, ~A5!, and ~A7!.
b. Computation of the left eigenmodes
The last step in the construction is the explicit computa-
tion of the left eigenvectors tA in terms of the right eigen-
vectors jA . For a given eigenfrequency v, let VR(v) denote
the space of associated right eigenvectors j satisfying
L(v)j50 @cf. Eq. ~2.28!#, and let VL(v) denote the space
of associated left eigenvectors t satisfying L(v)†t50. The
spaces VR(vA) and VL(vA) have the same dimension, which
is the degeneracy associated with the eigenfrequency vA .
However, VR(vA) and VL(vA) will not in general coincide
for complex vA . We now show that for real vA , the spaces
VD(vA) and VR(vA) do coincide, which means that the left
eigenvectors associated with a given eigenfrequency can be
expressed as linear combinations of the corresponding right
eigenvectors. This is the key result that we use to compute
the left eigenvectors.
We shall need the following properties of the spaces
VR(v) and VD(v) of right and left eigenvectors discussed by
Schutz @25#. Suppose that j lies in VR(v). Then:
The function j also lies in VL(v*), ie. is a left eigenvec-
tor with eigenfreqency v*. This can be derived by taking the
Hermitian conjugate of Eq. ~2.18!, and by using the fact that
B is anti-Hermitian and C is Hermitian, which yields
L(v*)†j50.
-22
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rectly from the fact that the equation of motion ~2.7! is real.
Let g be the mapping that takes (r ,u ,w) to r ,u ,2w in
spherical polar coordinates, or equivalently (x ,y ,z)→(x ,
2y ,z) in Cartesian coordinates, i.e., reflection in the xz
plane. We define g
*
j be the pullback of j under g @63#, so
that if
j5jr~r ,u ,w!
]
]r
1ju~r ,u ,w!
]
]u
1jw~r ,u ,s!
]
]w
,
~A40!
then
g
*
j5jr~r ,u ,2w!
]
]r
1ju~r ,u ,2w!
]
]u
2jw~r ,u ,2w!
]
]w
.
~A41!
Since the background star is invariant under the transfor-
mation w→2w , t→2t , it follows that g
*
j lies in
VR(2v) @25#.
By combining the previous properties, it follows that
(g
*
j)* belongs to both VR(v*) and VL(v). The mapping
j→(g
*
j)* was first written down by Schutz in Ref. @23#
where it was denoted S.
We next recall the notation used in Sec. II C 3 above. We
write the distinct eigenfrequencies as va , and the right
eigenvectors as jA5ja ,k where 1<k<na and na is the de-
generacy associated with the eigenfrequency va .
Consider first the case of complex va . In this case it
follows from the above that the mapping j→(g
*
j)* maps
VR(va) onto VL(va) @25#. Hence we can write
ta ,k5 (
k851
na
Tkk8~g*ja ,k8!*, ~A42!
for some na3na matrix Tkk8 . By substituting Eq. ~A42! into
the orthogonality relation ~A37! we can solve for the matrix
Tkk8 and thus obtain the left eigenvectors ta ,k . We note that
Schutz uses a different basis of left eigenmodes for which
ta ,k5(g*ja ,k)* @Eq. ~3.14! of @25##, but for which the ortho-
normality condition ~A37! does not hold. This method of
obtaining the left eigenmodes for complex frequencies is dis-
cussed in more detail in Sec. A 5 below.
For real frequencies, the situation is much simpler. Every
j in VR(v) also lies in VL(v*)5VL(v), and hence the
spaces VR(v) and VL(v) coincide.23 Hence we can write
ta ,k5 (
k851
na
2iBkk8
~a !*ja ,k8 , ~A43!
23For a mode (jA ,vA) with no degeneracy, it follows from this
that we can choose the phase of jA so that (g*jA)*5jA . Hence, if
m is the azimuthal quantum number and we write jA
5exp@imw#jˆA , the r and u components of jˆA are purely real and the
w component is purely imaginary.024001for some na3na matrix Bkk8
(a)
. ~The factor of 2i and the
complex conjugation are included for convenience.! By sub-
stituting Eq. ~A43! with tA5ta ,k and jB5jb ,l into the or-
thogonality relation ~A37! we obtain
dabdkl5Bkk8
~a ! Mak8,bl , ~A44!
where the matrix Mak8,bl is defined in Eq. ~2.40!. It follows
from Eq. ~A44! that, first, the matrix Mak ,bl is block diago-
nal in the sense claimed in Sec. II C 3, and second, for a
given value of a the matrix Bkk8
(a) is just the inverse of the
diagonal block Mak ,al .
Now as explained in Sec. II C 3, we can always choose
the basis ja ,k of VR(va) to diagonalize the matrix Mak8,al .
In particular, this will be automatically true when na51 and
there is no degeneracy. For such bases, the matrix Bkk8 will
also be diagonal. It then follows from Eq. ~A43! that each
left eigenvector can be written as
tA52
i
bA
jA ~A45!
for some constant bA . Substituting this into the orthonormal-
ity relation ~A37! yields the formula ~2.36! for bA . Finally,
the formula ~A45! for left eigenvectors can be combined
with the orthogonality relation ~A37!, the inverse mode ex-
pansion ~A38! and equation of motion ~A39! to yield the
versions ~2.32!, ~2.35!, and ~2.37! of these relations quoted
in the body of the paper.24
Finally, we note that Eq. ~A44! shows that the matrix
Mak ,al is nondegenerate. Thus, if that matrix is degenerate,
then the assumption underlying the derivation of Eq.
~A44!—that there is no Jordan chain associated with the
eigenfrequency va—must fail. In particular, for nondegener-
ate modes, if the constant bA defined by Eq. ~2.36! vanishes,
then the mode must be a Jordan chain mode.
5. Computation of the left eigenmodes for Jordan chain modes
In this subsection we show how to generalize the above
analysis to obtain the left eigenvectors xA ,s for Jordan chain
modes. The construction is useful, for example, in computing
the evolution of stellar differential rotation, which is de-
scribed by an infinite set of Jordan chains of length 1 ~see
Appendix D!.
The essential idea is to use the phase space variables
rather than the more complicated configuration space vari-
ables, and to use an operator which maps right eigenvectors
onto left eigenvectors. We define the operator
M5iF 0 1
21 0G , ~A46!
24The validity of the orthogonality relation ~2.32!, for those values
of A and B for which vAÞvB , can also be derived directly by
contracting Eq. ~2.30! on the left with jB , subtracting from this the
same equation complex conjugated with A and B interchanged, and
dividing by vA2vB .-23
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Friedman and Schutz @21#. It satisfies M†5M5M21 and
M†TM52T†. ~A47!
It follows from Eqs. ~A47!, ~A10!, and ~A11! that if z is a
right eigenvector of T with eigenfrequency v, then Mz is a
left eigenvector with eigenfrequency v*.
Now the set of vectors MzA ,s forms a basis, since M is
invertible and the set of vectors zA ,s is a basis. Therefore we
can write the left eigenvectors and left Jordan chain vectors
as
xA ,s5(
B ,l
BAs ,Bl* MzB ,l , ~A48!
for some matrix BAs ,Bt , where the complex conjugation is
included for later convenience. Inserting this into the or-
thogonality relation ~A16! gives
BAs ,CtMCt ,Bl5dABds1l ,pA, ~A49!
where
MCt ,Bl5^zC ,t ,MzB ,l& ~A50!
are the matrix elements of the operator M. Equation ~A49!
says that the matrices B and M are inverses of each other
~up to the index permutation s→pA2s!.
The reason the ansatz ~A48! is useful is that the matrix M
is almost diagonal, in the sense that it satisfies the identity
~vA*2vB!MAs ,Bl50. ~A51!
It follows from Eq. ~A51! that M is block diagonal, with one
block for each real frequency and one block for each pair
(v ,v*) of complex frequencies. Therefore, we can obtain
the left eigenvectors by inverting each diagonal block of
MAs ,Bl to obtain BAs ,Bl and by using Eq. ~A48!.
To derive the identity ~A51! we use Eqs. ~A47! and ~A14!
to show that the vectors MzA ,s form a left Jordan chain
with frequency vA* :
@T†2ivA#~MzA ,s!52MzA ,s21 . ~A52!
Next, we have
vA*MAs ,Bl5vA*^zA ,s ,MzB ,l&
5^vAMzA ,s ,zB ,l&
5^2iMzA ,s212iT†MzA ,s ,zB ,l&
5i^zA ,s21 ,MzB ,l&1i^MzA ,s ,TzB ,l&
5i^zA ,s21 ,MzB ,l&
1i^MzA ,s ,2ivBzB ,l1zB ,l21&, ~A53!
where we have used Eqs. ~A14! and ~A52!. The result ~A53!
can be written as024001~vA*2vB!MAs ,Bl5i~MA~s21 !,Bl1MAs ,B~l21 !!,
~A54!
and the identity ~A51! follows from iterating the identity
~A54!.
Schutz @25# suggested a different general method of con-
structing left Jordan chains. That method is based on the
anti-linear operator S2 defined by
S2F jpG5F ~g*j!*2~g
*
p!*G , ~A55!
which maps right Jordan chains zA ,s of T with frequency vA
onto right Jordan chains S2zA ,s with frequency vA* . There-
fore composing this map with the operator M yields a map-
ping z→MS2z which takes right Jordan chains of fre-
quency v to left Jordan chains of frequency v. The approach
here omits the mapping S2 and is simpler to use when the
eigenfrequencies are real.
For Jordan chains of length zero ~ordinary eigenvectors!,
the method ~A48! reduces to the method ~A43! of Sec. A 4
above. Dropping the Jordan chain indices s and l, the ansatz
~A48! reduces to xA5SBBAB* MzB with BACMCB5dAB ,
which using Eqs. ~A34!, ~A35!, and ~A46! implies
tA52i(
B
BAB* jB , ~A56!
cf. Eq. ~A43! above. Similarly, the definition ~A50! can be
simplified using Eqs. ~A34! and ~A46! to give
MAB5^zA ,MzB&5^jA ,iBjB&1~vA*1vB!^jA ,jB& ,
~A57!
which is a generalization of the definition ~2.40! valid for
complex frequencies.
As an example, consider now the case of a mode (j1 ,v1)
with complex eigenfrequency which is nondegenerate. Then
there is an associated mode (j2 ,v2) with v25v1* , and by
choosing the normalization of j2 we can without loss of
generality take
j25~g*j1!*, ~A58!
cf. Sec. A 4 b above. The corresponding 232 block of the
matrix M is from Eqs. ~A51! and ~A57! of the form
MAB5F 0 DD* 0 G , ~A59!
where D5M125N@j1 ,v1# , where the functional N is
N@j,v#[^j,iB~g
*
j!*&12v*^j,~g
*
j!*& . ~A60!
The corresponding left eigenmodes are therefore
t152
i
D j252
i
D ~g*j1!* ~A61!
and-24
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i
D* j1 . ~A62!
Zero frequency Jordan chains of length one
We now carry through the explicit computation of the left
Jordan chains for the case that arises in practice in stable
rotating stars, that of zero-frequency Jordan chains of length
one. Consider first the case of no degeneracy. Dropping the
index A, we have from Eq. ~A14! two Jordan chain vectors
z0 and z1 which satisfy
Tz050, Tz15z0 . ~A63!
The 232 matrix Mst5^zs ,Mzt& satisfies the identity
M~s21 !t1Ms~t21 !50 ~A64!
from Eq. ~A54!. Using this identity together with the fact
that M is Hermitian gives
Mst5F 0 ib2ib g G , ~A65!
where b and g are real. Under the transformation z1→z1
1xz0 , which preserves the defining relations ~A63!, we
have
b→b , g→g12b Im~x!. ~A66!
It follows that we can choose z1 to make g50. Now com-
bining Eqs. ~A48!, ~A49!, and ~A65! gives for the left Jordan
chain vectors
x05
i
b
Mz0 ~A67!
x152
i
b
Mz1 . ~A68!
We now write these results in terms of configuration space
variables, using the notation
zs5F jspsG , ~A69!
xs5Fssts G , ~A70!
for s50,1. First, the relations ~A63! can be written as
Cj050, Cj152Bj0 , p05Bj0/2,
p15j01Bj1/2. ~A71!
Second, the formula for b is, from Eqs. ~A46!, ~A69!, and
~A71!
b52i^z0 ,Mz1&5^j0 ,j0&1^j0 ,Bj1& . ~A72!
Third, the relations ~A67! and ~A68! together with Eqs.
~A46!, ~A69!, and ~A70! imply that024001t05
1
b
j0 , t152
1
b
j1 . ~A73!
The corresponding equations of motion are, from Eqs. ~A21!
and ~A22!,
c˙15
1
b
^j0 ,aext& ~A74!
c˙052
1
b
^j1 ,aext&1c1 . ~A75!
We now generalize these results to allow for degeneracy,
since the space of zero-frequency Jordan chain modes in ro-
tating stars is highly degenerate ~see Appendix D!. We use
the notation
A5~a ,k ! ~A76!
of Sec. II C 3 above, where a labels the distinct eigenfrequen-
cies and k the eigenvectors associated with each eigenfre-
quency. Therefore the Jordan chain vectors can be written as
zAs5zaks ~A77!
where s labels the Jordan chain vectors associated with each
eigenvector. For simplicity we drop the label a in what fol-
lows. The defining relations for Jordan chains of length one
are
Tzk050, Tzk15zk0 . ~A78!
The matrix Mks ,lt5^zks ,Mzlt& satisfies the identity
Mk~s21 !,lt1Mks ,l~t21 !50 ~A79!
from Eq. ~A54!. Using this identity together with the fact
that M is Hermitian gives
Mk0,l050, ~A80!
Mk0,l152Mk1,l05ibkl , ~A81!
Mk1,l15gkl , ~A82!
where the matrices bkl and gkl are Hermitian.
Next, the transformation
zk0→zk08 5Fkl*zl0 ,
zk1→zk18 5Fkl*zl1 , ~A83!
preserves the relations ~A78!. Under this transformation the
matrix bkl transforms as b→b85FbF†, and it follows
that we can choose the basis zk0 to diagonalize bkl so that
bkl5bkdkl . ~A84!
Similarly the transformation
zk0→zk08 5zk0 ,-25
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preserves the relations ~A78!. Under this transformation the
matrices transform as
b→b,
g→g85g1iFb2ibF†. ~A86!
Now it follows from Eqs. ~A80!–~A82! and the fact that the
matrix Mks ,lt is invertible that bkl is invertible. Therefore
we can find a transformation matrix Fkl which achieves g8
50 in Eq. ~A86!, namely
F5igb21/2. ~A87!
Therefore we can choose the basis zkl to make gkl50. The
rest of the analysis now proceeds exactly as for the non-
degenerate case above, and we obtain the equations of mo-
tion
c˙ k15
1
bk
^jk0 ,aext&, ~A88!
c˙ k052
1
bk
^jk1 ,aext&1ck1 . ~A89!
APPENDIX B: LINEAR INDEPENDENCE OF A SUBSET
OF THE RIGHT EIGENVECTORS
In this appendix we show that the subset of non-Jordan-
chain right eigenmodes jA for which the constant bA is posi-
tive are linearly independent. We start by recalling the nota-
tion used in Sec. II C 4 above: the index a labels the distinct
right eigenvectors jA for which bA.0, and we write A
5(a ,e) where e takes on the values e51 and e52 . Then
ja[ja ,1 and ja ,25ja* , while va ,656va and ba ,6
56ba .
By combining the orthogonality relation ~A87! with the
formula ~A45! for left eigenvectors tA , and choosing A
5(a ,1) and B5(b ,1) we obtain the following form of the
orthogonality relation:
badab5^ja ,iBjb&1~va1vb!^ja ,jb& . ~B1!
Suppose now that the vectors ja are not linearly indepen-
dent. Then, one can find coefficients ca not all zero, so the
vector
q[(
a
caja ~B2!
is zero. Now contract Eq. ~B1! with ca*cb and sum over a
and b. The result is
(
a
ucau2ba5^q,iBq&12K q,(
a
cavajaL 50, ~B3!
024001where the second line follows from q50. Since on the left-
hand side ba.0 for all a, this forces ca50 for all a, which
contradicts our assumption above.
APPENDIX C: ALTERNATIVE FORM OF EQUATIONS
OF MOTION
In this appendix we present a version of the general equa-
tions of motion which is second order in time and which is
more similar in form to the standard equations of motion for
non-rotating stars. We start with the equations derived in Sec.
II C 4 for the coefficients ca ,1(t) and ca ,2(t):
c˙a ,11ivaca ,15
i
ba
f a ,1~ t !, ~C1!
c˙a ,22ivaca ,152
i
ba
f a ,2~ t !, ~C2!
where f a ,6(t)[^ja ,6 ,aext(t)&. As noted in Sec. II C 4, the
Lagrangian displacement j(x,t) will be real if and only if
ca ,15ca ,2* and f a ,15 f a ,2* . Here, however, we allow arbi-
trary complex j(x,t). We define
ea~ t ![ca ,1~ t !1ca ,2~ t ! ~C3!
5
2va
ba
^Re~ja!,j~ t !&1
2
ba
^Im~ja!,j˙~ t !
1Bj~ t !&, ~C4!
where we have used Eqs. ~2.45! and ~2.46!. It is now
straightforward to show using the definition ~C3! that the
equations of motion ~C1!, ~C2! are equivalent to
e¨a~ t !1va
2 ea~ t !5Fa~ t !, ~C5!
which is the standard forced harmonic oscillator equation of
motion. The forcing term here is
Fa52
i
ba
~ f˙ a ,21iva f a ,2!1
i
ba
~ f˙ a ,12iva f a ,1! ~C6!
5
2va
ba
^Re~ja!,aext&1
2
ba
^Im~ja!, a˙ext& . ~C7!
It is clear that ea(t) and Fa(t) will be real if and only if
aext(t) and j(x,t) are real. We can express the Lagrangian
displacement j(x,t) in terms of ea(t) and e˙a(t) at any time
t by using the first component of the mode expansion ~2.44!,
and by using the relations
ca ,15
1
2 S ea1 iva e˙aD1 12vaba ~ f a ,12 f a ,2!, ~C8!
ca ,25
1
2 S ea2 iva e˙aD2 12vaba ~ f a ,12 f a ,2!. ~C9!
In this formalism, the number of ‘‘modes’’ ea(t) is the
same for rotating stars as for nonrotating stars. In particular,-26
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with the standard expansion coefficients qa given by Eq.
~2.25!, when the mode functions ja(x) are chosen to be real.
Note that the equation of motion ~C5! for a given mode
has a characteristic feature which is peculiar to rotating stars,
namely the forcing term depends on the time derivative
a˙ext(x,t) of the externally applied force per unit mass, as well
as on aext(x,t) itself. For nonrotating stars one can choose a
real mode basis ja which removes the dependence on a˙ext
@cf. the second term in Eq. ~C7!#, but for rotating stars it is
not possible to find real mode bases.
APPENDIX D: A SET OF ZERO-FREQUENCY,
JORDAN-CHAIN MODES
In this appendix we justify the claim made in Sec. II C 2
above that there are always Jordan-chain modes present in
rotating zero-buoyancy stars, even for stable stars. We show
that the well known class of purely axial, zero frequency
modes that move the star to nearby equilibrium states with
different angular velocity are Jordan-chain modes. Note that
in this appendix we do not need to assume that the angular
velocity V of the star is small. For nonrotating stars, the
existence of these Jordan chains was previously noted in a
footnote by Ref. @26#.
It is most convenient to work directly with the linearized
Eulerian equations of motion ~2.5! and ~2.6!. Substitute into
these equations the ansatz dr(x,t)5dr(x) and
du~x,t !5du~x!5r’dV~r’!ew , ~D1!
where (r’ ,w ,z) are cylindrical coordinates with r’ the dis-
tance from the rotation axis, and ew is the unit vector in the w
direction. One finds that this yields a time-independent solu-
tion, and that one can specify the perturbation dV(r’) arbi-
trarily and solve for the density perturbation dr(x).25
Now switch back to the language of Lagrangian perturba-
tion theory. The equations for a Jordan chain of length one
with vA50 are as follows. ~We drop the index A and keep
only the index s for convenience.! The phase space right
eigenvector is, from Eq. ~A34!,
z05F j01
2 Bj0 G , ~D2!
and the associated right Jordan chain vector is
z15F j11
2 Bj11j0 G . ~D3!
Here j0 and j1 satisfy, from Eq. ~A14!,
L~0 !j05Cj050, ~D4!
25The density perturbation always vanishes if the background star
is nonrotating but not in general.024001and
L~0 !j15Cj152Bj0 . ~D5!
Now let j0(x) be a mode function of the form ~D1!. Then
one finds that „j050 and „(rj0)50, and hence from the
definition ~2.13!–~2.15! of the operator C, Eq. ~D4! is satis-
fied. One can then always solve Eq. ~D5! to determine j1 ,
since the left-hand side is a pure gradient for zero-buoyancy
stars and the curl of the right-hand side vanishes by Eq. ~D1!.
Thus the solutions ~D1! correspond to Jordan chains of
length one. The vector j1 encodes the density perturbation.
The general solution j(x,t) associated with j0 is then, from
Eq. ~A23!,
j~x,t !5g0j0~x!1g1@j1~x!1j0~x!t# , ~D6!
where g0 and g1 are constants of integration.
The piece of the solution proportional to g0 has vanishing
Eulerian density and velocity perturbations, and is pure
gauge in the sense of Ref. @21#. By contrast, the piece pro-
portional to g1 is a physical, nongauge mode.
For nonrotating stars, the situation is a little different: all
zero frequency modes are associated with Jordan chains of
length one. This can be seen from the fact that Eq. ~D5!
always has solutions for nonrotating stars, since B50,
whereas for rotating stars a solution only exists if the curl of
Bj0 vanishes. The associated solutions of Eq. ~2.7! are of
the form j(t)5j11tj0 where j0 and j1 satisfy Cj050 and
Cj150.
Finally, Ref. @26# shows that in situations where there are
Jordan-chain modes, if one adds any small perturbation to
the system then unstable modes are generically created.
Hence, Jordan-chain modes should generically not occur in
stable stars. However, Schutz notes that a necessary condi-
tion for this argument to apply is that a certain matrix ele-
ment of the perturbation not vanish. Specifically, if DT is the
perturbation to the operator ~A6! and zA ,s is a right Jordan
chain with associated left Jordan chain xA ,s then the argu-
ment requires
^xA ,0 ,DTzA ,0&Þ0. ~D7!
In the current context, the argument is evaded because of the
fact that the matrix element ~D7! vanishes for arbitrary linear
perturbations DB and DC to the operators B and C, from
Eqs. ~A6! and ~D2!. Generic physical perturbations to the
system do not correspond to generic mathematical perturba-
tions to the operator T, because of the structure of Eq. ~A6!.
APPENDIX E: THE ZERO-FREQUENCY SUBSPACE
FOR A NONROTATING STAR
This appendix characterizes the space H0 of zero-
frequency modes for nonrotating stars. The proofs in this
appendix are Newtonian versions of the fully relativistic
proofs given in Sec. III of Ref. @57#.
The Lagrangian displacements j(x) for zero frequency
modes satisfy
Cj50, ~E1!
-27
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a nonrotating background star. From Eqs. ~2.11!–~2.15!, Eq.
~E1! can be written as
„@g1~r !dr~x!1df~x!1g2~r !jr~x!#2b~x!g2~r !erˆ50,
~E2!
where
b~x![„j, ~E3!
the radial component of j is jrer , and the functions g1(r)
5G1p/r2 and g2(r)5G1pAr/r are fixed functions deter-
mined by the background stellar model and by the adiabatic
index G1 of the perturbations. The last two terms involving
the function g2 vanish for zero-buoyancy stars.
The argument of Lockitch and Friedman @57#, simplified
for Newtonian stars, is as follows. The perturbed pressure
p¯[p1dp and perturbed density r¯5r1dr obey the equa-
tion of hydrostatic balance and Poisson’s equation, to linear
order in the perturbation. Hence, the pair of functions ( r¯ , p¯)
describe a static self-gravitating perfect fluid configuration, if
one assumes that to each solution of the linearized fluid
equations there corresponds a solution of the exact equations.
However, it is known that all static, self-gravitating perfect
fluid configurations are spherically symmetric.26 Hence, all
perturbations (dr ,dp) must correspond to displacements to
nearby static spherical configurations. Solutions of this type
include ~i! perturbations taking the star to a nearby static,
spherically symmetric configuration with a different total
mass M. If one assumes that the change dM to the total mass
of the star vanishes, such solutions are disallowed. ~ii! Solu-
tions with l51 of the form j5const corresponding to the
displacement of the center of mass of the star. If one de-
mands that the perturbation leaves fixed the center of mass of
the star, these solutions are disallowed ~iii! Solutions with l
50 where the background star is marginally stable to radial
collapse. Henceforth we will assume the background star is
such that there are no l50 zero-frequency solutions of this
type.
If one makes sufficient assumptions to outlaw the cases
~i!, ~ii!, and ~iii! above, it follows that all solutions to Eq.
~E2! must satisfy
dr5dr50. ~E4!
We now consider the cases of zero-buoyancy and nonzero-
buoyancy stars.
1. Zero-buoyancy stars
We showed above that all solutions in H0 have dr50.
However, for A50, Eq. ~E2! is always satisfied when dr
50, since the last two terms vanish. Hence, the space H0
consists precisely of the perturbations with
26Note that the spherical-symmetry theorem does not require the
barotropic assumption „r¯3„ p¯50. It requires only that the per-
turbed pressure p¯ and perturbed density r¯ satisfy the equation of
hydrostatic balance and Poisson’s equation.024001dr52„~rj!50. ~E5!
Note that this characterization does not hold for rotating
stars, where there are zero-frequency modes with drÞ0 ~see
Appendix D!.
We next derive a property of H0 that is used in Sec. III
above. Let P0 to be the operator that projects orthogonally
onto the subspace H0 . We now show that
P0j50 if and only if „3j50. ~E6!
Let Ti j(x) be any antisymmetric tensor that vanishes on the
boundary of the star. Then an integration by parts shows that
E d3x„@ ij j]*Ti j5^j,v& ~E7!
where the vector v is given by
v i5
1
r
„ jTi j. ~E8!
Now if P0j50, then j is orthogonal to all vectors v in H0 .
But vectors of the form ~E8! are automatically in H0 , by Eq.
~E5!. Hence both sides of Eq. ~E7! vanish. Since this is true
for all Ti j(x) that vanish on the boundary, and since „ ij j is
continuous, it follows that „3j50. It can be checked that
the argument also carries through in the other direction.
2. Nonzero buoyancy stars
Turn now to stars with buoyancy forces. For these stars,
the Lockitch-Friedman argument shows that the space of
zero frequency modes is precisely the set of axial vectors
~except possibly in the l50 sector!.
We use the expansion ~5.1! of Lagrangian perturbation on
a basis of vector spherical harmonics. Here the first two
terms are the polar part of j and the last term is the axial
part. It is easy to see that the axial part gives a vanishing
contribution to both dr and b5„j, and hence all axial
vectors lie in H0 , from Eq. ~E2!. Thus the Clm terms do not
contribute at all to Eq. ~E2! and so we can drop them and
focus on the Alm and Blm terms. The vanishing of the density
perturbation dr52„(rj) from Eq. ~E4! can be written as
1
r
~rAlm!812Alm /r2l~ l11 !Blm /r250. ~E9!
Also, the relation between the Eulerian density and pressure
perturbations for AÞ0 is, from Eq. ~2.4!,
dp5
G1p
r
~dr1rjA!. ~E10!
Substituting from Eq. ~E4! now shows that the radial com-
ponent of j vanishes. Hence Alm50 for all l, m, and it fol-
lows from Eq. ~E9! that Blm50 for all l, m with l.0 too.
Since we are restricting attention to stars for which there are
no l50 zero-frequency modes ~see above!, it follows that
the space H0 of zero-frequency modes is therefore precisely
the set of axial vectors.-28
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projects onto H0 . In this case it follows from the definition
of axial @Eq. ~5.1! with Alm5Blm50# that
P0j50 if and only if r~„3j!50. ~E11!
APPENDIX F: NONEXISTENCE OF MODES
WHOSE FREQUENCIES SCALE AS THE SQUARE ROOT
OF THE ROTATIONAL FREQUENCY
In this appendix, we show that there are no modes whose
frequencies and mode functions can be expressed as power
series in the square root AV of the star’s angular velocity
and whose frequency in the nonrotating limit is zero. As
discussed in Sec. III A above, one might suspect the exis-
tence of such modes from the general perturbation theory
analysis of @26# and the fact that nonrotating stars have Jor-
dan chains of length one. The result is valid for both zero-
buoyancy and nonzero-buoyancy stars. The nonexistence of
such modes is related to the vanishing of the matrix element
~D7! discussed in Appendix D above.
We assume a one parameter family of modes j~V!, v~V!
with expansions of the form
v~V!5AVv~1/2!1Vv~1 !1O~V3/2!, ~F1!
and
j~V!5j~0 !1AVj~1/2!1Vj~1 !1O~V3/2!. ~F2!
If we substitute the expansions ~F1!, ~F2! and also the ex-
pansions ~3.2!, ~3.3! for the operators B and C into the qua-
dratic eigenvalue equation ~2.18! we get at orders O(V0),
O(AV), and O(V) the equations C(0)j(0)50, C(0)j(1)
50, and
C~0 !j~1 !2v~1/2!2j~0 !50. ~F3!
We now multiply Eq. ~F3! by the projection operator P0 into
the space H0 of zero-frequency modes, and use the fact that
P(0)j(0)5j(0) and P0C(0)50. This gives
w ~1/2!2j~0 !50, ~F4!
which shows that v (1/2)50.
APPENDIX G: DERIVATION OF SELECTION RULES
In this appendix we derive the two axial selection rules
~5.14! and ~5.15! and the selection rule ~5.16! for an incom-
pressible star. Throughout this appendix we will drop all
terms that are not of zeroth order in V. Therefore we will use
the pressure, density and potential profiles of a spherical
background star.
1. Axial selection rules
We assume that the modes jB and jC are axial, and there-
fore
jB5jC5drB5drC5jBr 5jCr 50. ~G1!024001In addition we assume that the Eulerian density perturbation
drA of mode jA vanishes, and so from Eq. ~2.3! we have
„jA52 1r
dr
dr j A
r
. ~G2!
Inserting these results into the expression ~4.20! for the cou-
pling coefficient we obtain
2kABC5E d3xp@~G121 !~jA!JBC1xABC1xACB#
2E d3xrjAi jBj jCk f ;i jk . ~G3!
Now the background potential f is a function of r only, so
we have
f ; jki5
1
r
d
dr S 1r dfdr D ~xid jk1xkd i j1x jd ik!
1
1
r
d
dr F1r ddr S 1r dfdr D Gxix jxk . ~G4!
Substituting Eq. ~G4! into Eq. ~G3! and using Eq. ~G1! gives
2kABC5E d3xp~xABC1xACB!1E d3xp~G121 !
3~jA!JBC2E d3xr ddr S 1r dfdr D jAr ~jBjC!.
~G5!
We now evaluate the first term in Eq. ~G5! using the defi-
nition ~4.25! of xABC . This gives
E d3xpxABC5E d3xpjA; ji jB;kj jC;ik
5E d3xp~jAi jB;kj ! ; jjC;ik , ~G6!
where the second form of the integral was obtained using
jB;k j
j 5jB; jk
j 50. Upon integrating by parts27 we find
E d3xpxABC52E d3x~p , jjAi jB;kj jC;ik 1pjAi jB;kj jC;i jk !.
~G7!
We can rewrite this using the relationship that follows from
p5p(r)
27Throughout this appendix we discard surface terms that arise
from integrations by parts which involve the radial component jA
r of
the mode function jA evaluated on the star’s surface, because the
quantity
Dp
r
5
G1p
r2
dr
dr jA
r 52
G1
G
f8jA
r
must vanish on the surface @45#.-29
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, jjB
j ! ;k505p , jjB;k
j 1pi jkjB
j ; ~G8!
the result is
E d3xpxABC5E d3x@p ;i jkjAi jBj jC;ik 2pjAi jB;kj jC;i jk #
52E d3x@p ; jkijAi jBj jCk 1p ; jkjA;ii jBj jCk
1pi jkjA
i jB;i
j jC
k 1pjA
i jB;k
j jC;i j
k # , ~G9!
where we have again integrated by parts. We can evaluate the
term involving p ; jki using an equation analogous to Eq. ~G4!,
which gives
E d3xpxABC52E d3xF ddr S 1r dpdr D jAr ~jAjB!
1p ;i jkjA;i
i jB
j jC
k 1p ;i jkjA
i jB;i
j jC
k
1pjA
i jB;k
j jC;i j
k G . ~G10!
Next, we symmetrize over the indices B and C. This gives
E d3xp~xABC1xACB!522E d3xF ddr S 1r dpdr D jAr ~jAjB!
1p ;i jkjA;i
i jB
j jC
k G
2E d3x@p ; jkjAi jB;ij jCk
1pjA
i jB;k
j jC;i j
k 1p ;i jkjA
i jC;i
k jB
j
1pjA
i jC; j
k jB;ik
j # , ~G11!
where on the right-hand side we have relabeled some indices.
We can rewrite the second line of Eq. ~G11! as
2E d3x@p ;i jkjAi ~jBj jCk ! ;i1pjAi ~jB;kj jC; jk ! ;i# ,
5E d3x@p ; jkijAi jBj jCk 1p ; jkjA;ii jBj jCk 1p ,ijAi jB;kj jC; jk
1pjA;
i jB;k
j jC; j
k # , ~G12!
where we have again integrated by parts. Rewriting the terms
involving p ; jki and p ; jk the same way as before, and using
the definition ~4.24! of JBC , we can write the expression
~G11! as024001E d3xp~xABC1xACB!52E d3xF ddr S 1r dpdr D jAr ~jBjC!
1
1
r
dp
dr ~„jA!~jBjC!G
1E d3x@p ,ijAi JBC1pjA;ii JBC# .
~G13!
Now since the Eulerian density perturbation 2(rjAi ) ;i
vanishes, we have
~pjA
i ! ;i5
dp
dr r ;ijA
i 1pjA;i
i
5pjA;i
i S 2 d ln pd ln r 11 D
52p~G21 !jA;i
i
, ~G14!
where G is the adiabatic index of the background spherical
star. Combining Eqs. ~G5!, ~G12!, and ~G13! now yields
2kABC5E d3x~jBjC!F2rjAr ddr S 1r dfdr D2jAr ddr S 1r dpdr D
2
1
r
dp
dr ~„jA!G1E d3xp~G12G!~„jA!JBC .
~G15!
Using Eq. ~G2! and the equation of hydrostatic equilibrium
in the background star one can show that the first line of the
right-hand side of Eq. ~G15! vanishes. Therefore we find
kABC5
1
2 E d3xp~G12G!~„jA!JBC . ~G16!
We can derive two different selection rules from Eq.
~G16!. First, if jA is axial, then „jA50 and therefore
kABC50; this proves the selection rule ~5.14! for three axial
modes. Second, if the perturbations obey the same equation
of state as the background star, then the adiabatic index G1 of
the perturbations coincides with the adiabatic index G of the
background star, and kABC again vanishes. This proves the
second axial selection rule ~5.15!.
2. Incompressible selection rule
We can consider an incompressible star to be the limit
G1→‘ of a zero-buoyancy polytrope with G5G1 . The ex-
pressions ~4.20! and ~4.27! for the coupling coefficient kABC
are valid for incompressible stars, since they are valid for
finite G1 and they have a finite limit as G1→‘ . Note how-
ever that one must be careful to include all the distributional
contributions in the integrands at the stellar surface that arise
in the G1→‘ limit.
Consider now a linear mode j(x) of the large-G1 star,
whose G1→‘ limit is a mode of the incompressible star.-30
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as
Dr
r
}
1
G1
, ~G17!
which implies from Eq. ~I14! that
j} 1
G1
. ~G18!
It follows that to zeroth order in 1/G1 , the Eulerian density
perturbation is, from Eq. ~2.3!
dr52„~rj!52j„r2r~j!5jrr˜d~r2R !
~G19!
where r˜53M /4pR3 and M and R are the stellar mass and
radius.
Consider now three modes jA ,jB ,jC that satisfy the hy-
pothesis of the selection rule ~5.16!. That is, they all have
vanishing Eulerian density and pressure perturbations to ze-
roth order in 1/G1 . It follows from Eq. ~G19! that they all
have vanishing radial components at the stellar surface,
jr~r5R !50. ~G20!
Consider now the expression ~4.27! for the coupling coeffi-
cient. In this expression, the second, third and fifth terms
vanish since j50 for each mode, and the fourth and sixth
terms vanish since each mode has vanishing dr, df and dp .
The remaining terms yield the following expression for the
coupling coefficient:
kABC52
1
2 E d3xjAi jBj jCk @p ;i jk1rf ;i jk# . ~G21!
The integrand in Eq. ~G21! vanishes in the interior of the
star, since p and f are quadratic functions of position for a
constant density star. However, there are distributional con-
tributions to the integral at the stellar surface, since p ;i and
f ;i j are discontinuous across the surface. To evaluate these
contributions, substitute in the equation of hydrostatic equi-
librium in the background star, p ;i1rf ;i50, which yields
kABC5
1
2 E d3xj~Ai jBj jC)k @2r ;if ; jk1f ;ir ; jk# . ~G22!
The first term vanishes since f ; j i is finite on the stellar sur-
face, and for any of the modes we have
jkr ;k52 r˜j
r~r5R !50 ~G23!
from Eq. ~G20!. Integrating the second term by parts gives
kABC52
1
2 E d3x@j~Ai jBj jC)k f ;i; jr ;k . ~G24!024001When the derivative of the square bracket is expanded out,
each term will contain either a factor j ir ;i or a factor j if ;i ,
both of which vanish on the stellar surface. Therefore we
obtain
kABC50 ~G25!
to zeroth order in 1/G1 and in V. Note that the cancellation
of the distributional components in the expression ~G21!
would not be obtained if one uses the Cowling approxima-
tion of neglecting the gravitational terms in the coupling co-
efficient, as in Ref. @28#.
APPENDIX H: CALCULATING COVARIANT
DERIVATIVES USING THE SPIN WEIGHTED SPHERICAL
HARMONICS AND THE Z OPERATOR
We define the ‘‘spin-weight’’ s of any tensor as in @27#
~also see @66# for a very readable reference!, in terms of how
it transforms under rotations around the radial direction. For
example, the vector m of Sec. VI B transforms under these
types of rotations as m→m8, where
m85eicm ~H1!
where c is the angle of rotation. We say that this vector has
spin-weight s51. In general, a quantity q is said to have
spin-weight s if it transforms as q→q8 where
q85eiscq . ~H2!
In particular, the basis vectors, I, m, and m¯ defined in Sec.
VI B have spin weights 0, 1, and 21, respectively. Thus we
can decompose any given vector function, B(r ,u ,w), into
three components with definite spin weight by dotting it with
one of the three basis vectors (I,m,m¯). Each scalar compo-
nent can then be expanded in the complete set of basis func-
tions sY lm , e.g.
Bl[z0~r ,u ,w!5(
L
b0
L~r ! 0Y L ,
Bm[z1~r ,u ,w!5(
L
b1
L ~r ! 1Y L ,
Bm¯[z21~r ,u ,w!5(
L
b2
L ~r ! 21Y L . ~H3!
For notational brevity we note that m and m¯, and conse-
quently z1 and z21 are complex conjugates of each other.
Thus, in subsequent calculations we will write 1c.c. when
convenient.28 The connection coefficients on this basis are
Gmm¯
l 52G lm
m 52
1
r
,
28Note that in Sec. VI B we choose to implement this by simply
adding terms with s replaced by 2s .-31
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m 52Gmm
m 52
1
&
cot u
r
, ~H4!
where all the other components are zero except for complex
conjugates of the above, e.g.
~Gmm
m !*5Gm¯ m¯
m¯ 5
1
&
cot u
r
. ~H5!
It follows that the components of the covariant derivative of
B are
Bl;l5Bl ,l ,
Bm;m5Bm ,m1
1
r
Bl1
cot u
&r
Bm,
Bm;m¯ 5Bm ,m¯ 2
cot u
&r
Bm,
Bm;l5Bm ,l ,
Bl;m5Bl ,m2
1
r
Bm¯ , ~H6!
where all others are zero except for complex conjugates of
the above. Now consider the Z and Zp operators of Ref. @27#,
defined by their action on a function, zs of spin-weight s,
Zzs52~sin u!s&~mL!~sin u!2szs
52~]u1i csc u]w2s cot u!zs
Zpzs5~sin u!2s&~m¯L!~sin u!szs
5~2]u1i csc u]w2s cot u!zs . ~H7!
Using these definitions in Eq. ~H6! we get
Bm;m52
1
&r
Zz211
1
r
z0 ,
Bl;m52
1
&r
Zz02
1
r
z1 ,
Bm;m¯ 52
1
&r
Zpz21 ,
Bm;l5]rz21 ,
Bl;l5]rz0 ,
and complex conjugates of the above. The Z (Zp) operator,
when acting on the spin-weighted spherical harmonics, raises
~lowers! the spin weight by one,
ZsY lm5A~ l2s !~ l1s11 !s11Y lm , ~H8!024001ZpsY lm52A~ l1s !~ l2s11 !s21Y lm .
Thus when calculating a covariant derivative such as Bm;m
we can write
Bm;m5
1
r (L S b0L~r !2 L& b2L ~r !D 0Y L , ~H9!
and similarly for the other covariant derivatives. This allows
us to define the functionals as in Eq. ~6.15!. For decompos-
ing vectors of the form ~6.1!, note that
m„ 0Y L52 L
&r
1Y L ,
m¯„ 0Y L52 L
&r
21Y L ,
mL 0Y L[2 L
&
1Y L ,
m¯L 0Y L52 L
&
21Y L . ~H10!
Using these relations together with Eqs. ~5.6! and ~5.7! we
find the functions f 0L , f 1L and f 2L for z-parity odd modes
f 0lm~r !5
W j1m11
r
d j1m11,l ,
f 1lm~r !52
V j1m11
r
A~ j1m11 !~ j1m12 !
&
d j1m11,l
1
U j1m
r
A~ j1m !~ j1m11 !
&
d j1m ,l ,
f 2lm~r !5
V j1m11
r
A~ j1m11 !~ j1m12 !
&
d j1m11,l
1
U j1m ,
r
A~ j1m !~ j1m11 !
&
d j1m ,l , ~H11!
and for z-parity even modes
f 0lm~r !5
W j1in
r
d j1m ,l ,-32
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V j1m
r
A~ j1m !~ j1m11 !
&
d j1m ,l
1
U j1m11
r
A~ j1m11 !~ j1m12 !
&
d j1m11,l ,
f 2lm~r !5
V j1m
r
A~ j1m !~ j1m11 !
&
d j1m ,l
1
U j1m11
r
A~ j1m11 !~ j1m12 !
&
d j1m11,l .
~H12!
APPENDIX I: DIRECT DERIVATION OF SECOND ORDER
EQUATIONS OF MOTION
There are at least three ways to derive the equation of
motion for the second order Lagrangian perturbations: ~1!
Expand the variational principle to third order in the La-
grangian displacement j, and then vary with respect to j; ~2!
vary with respect to j to get the equation of motion, then
expand to second order; ~3! directly perturb the equation of
motion to second order in j:
DS duidt 1 1r „ ip1„ if D50. ~I1!
The second method is carried out in Appendix J. Here we
carry out the third method.
Recall that the Eulerian and Lagrangian perturbations of a
quantity Q are defined as
dQ5Q~x,t !2Q0~x,t !, ~I2!
DQ5Q@x1j~x,t !#2Q0~x,t !, ~I3!
where Q0 is the value of Q in the unperturbed solution. @In
this appendix we shall sometimes use r0 , p0 , and f0 to
denote the background density, pressure, and potential; these
quantities were denoted simply r, p, and f in the body of the
paper.# Suppressing the time dependence of the quantities,
we can write to second order
DQ5Q~x1j!2Q0~x!
5Q~x1j!2Q0~x1j!1Q0~x1j!2Q0~x!
5dQ~x1j!1Q0~x1j!2Q0~x!
5dQ1j i„ idQ1j i„ iQ1
1
2 j
ij j„ i„ jQ . ~I4!024001In the last line we have dropped the subscript 0 on the last
two terms. Note that dQ in the second term on the right-hand
side need only be evaluated to first order. Substituting the
first order relation
dQ5DQ2j i„ iQ ~I5!
in this term gives the alternative relation
DQ5dQ1j i„ iDQ1j i„ iQ2j i„ ij j„ jQ2
1
2 j
ij j„ i„ jQ .
~I6!
By definition of the Lagrangian displacement vector the
unperturbed and perturbed fluid trajectories are related by
x0
i 5ci~ t !, xi5ci~ t !1j ic j~ t !,t. ~I7!
Thus
u0
i 5
dci
dt , u
i5
dci
dt 1
dc j
dt
]j i
]x j
1
]j i
]t
. ~I8!
Hence,
Dui5
dj i
dt , ~I9!
an equation that is exact to all orders in j 29 ~see also Ref.
@42#!.
An expression for Dr follows from conservation of mass.
The variation in the total mass due to the perturbation is
dM5E
V1DV
r~x!d3x2E
V
r0~x!d3x
5E
V
@r~x1j!J2r0~x!#d3x . ~I10!
29Note that we have defined the Lagrangian perturbation of the
vector v i by subtracting the components at two locations separated
by j. This procedure is valid for Cartesian vector components in flat
spacetime. We can derive formulas valid in arbitrary coordinate
systems by working first in Cartesian coordinates, and then rewrit-
ing all partial derivatives as covariant derivatives at the end. Fried-
man and Schutz @21# have suggested defining the Lagrangian per-
turbation by mapping the perturbed vector back to the original
location so that vectors are subtracted only at the same point ~Lie
derivative!. This gives different intermediate values for the La-
grangian perturbations of various quantities than the procedure fol-
lowed here. However, when the final equations of motion are writ-
ten in terms of j, the results are the same since one is using the
same definition of j. While the Lie derivative is essential in rela-
tivistic applications, the present approach is simpler here.-33
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first integral to make the volumes the same, and then
dropped the primes. The Jacobian of the transformation is
J5
]~x1j!
]~x!
5det~d j
i1L j
i !, ~I11!
where
Li j5
]j i
]x j
. ~I12!
Setting dM50 and substituting r(x1j)5r0(x)1Dr in Eq.
~I10!, we get
Dr
r
5
12J
J , ~I13!
exact to all orders in j. Keeping terms through second order
from Eq. ~J19!, we find
Dr
r
52„ ij
i1
1
2 @~„ ij
i!21„ ij
k„kj
i# . ~I14!
Consider an equation of state p5p(r ,m) where m de-
notes quantities such as entropy or composition. For adia-
batic perturbations in which the composition does not have
time to change Dm50, so to second order
Dp5
]p
]rU
m
Dr1
1
2
]2p
]r2U
m
~Dr!2. ~I15!
In terms of the adiabatic index governing the perturbations,
G15
] ln p
] ln rU
m
, ~I16!
we get
Dp
p 5G1
Dr
r
1
1
2 FG1~G i21 !1r ]G1]r G S Drr D
2
. ~I17!
Here Dr need be evaluated only to first order in the last term.
To derive the equation of motion for the perturbations, we
need to perturb various derivatives of quantities. Consider
for example ]Q/]t . By Eq. ~I4!,
D
]Q
]t
5d
]Q
]t
1j i„ id
]Q
]t
1j i„ i
]Q
]t
1
1
2 j
ij j„ i„ j
]Q
]t
.
~I18!
The Eulerian perturbation operator commutes with partial
differentiation:
d
]
]t
5
]
]t
d , ~I19!
so the first term on the right-hand side of Eq. ~I18! is024001]
]t
dQ5 ]
]t S DQ2j i„ idQ2j i„ iQ2 12 j ij j„ i„ jQ D ,
~I20!
where we have used Eq. ~I4! again. Thus
D
]Q
]t
5
]
]t
DQ2 ]j
i
]t
~„ idQ1„ iQ1j j„ i„ jQ !. ~I21!
Here we have used the symmetry of „ i„ j to rewrite the last
term without the factor of 1/2. An alternative form of Eq.
~I21! follows from substituting Eq. ~I5!:
D
]Q
]t
5
]
]t
DQ2 ]j
i
]t
~„ iDQ1„ iQ2„ ij j„ jQ !.
~I22!
A similar equation holds if ]/]t is replaced by ]/]xi, and
then we can let ]/]xi→„ i to get a tensor equation valid in
any coordinate system.
For the perturbation of the acceleration, we have
D
dui
dt 5DS ]]t 1uk„kD ui
5D
]
]t
ui1u
kD„kui1Du
k„kui1Du
kD„kui .
~I23!
Note that our formulas hold in non-Cartesian coordinates
whether we perturb the covariant components ui or the con-
travariant components ui, for the reason explained in foot-
note 29. Commute the operators D]/]t and D„k in Eq. ~I23!
using Eq. ~I21! and the corresponding equation for „k .
Many terms cancel, and we are left with
D
dui
dt 5
d2j i
dt2 . ~I24!
For a time-independent unperturbed star ]ui/]t50, and so
D
dui
dt 5S ]]t 1u j„ j D S ]]t 1uk„kD j i
5
]2j i
]t2
12u j„ j
]j i
]t
1u j„ j~u
k„kj i!. ~I25!
Using Eq. ~I4! and commuting d and „ i , we get
D„ if5„ idf1j
j„ j„ idf1j
j„ j„ if1
1
2 j
jjk„ j„k„ if .
~I26!
The Eulerian perturbation is found from Poisson’s equation:
„2f54pGr)„2df54pGdr , ~I27!
which implies-34
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We get an expression for dr by substituting Eq. ~I14! in Eq.
~I6!:
dr52r„ ij
i1
1
2 r@~„ ij
i!21„ ij
k„kj
i#1j i„ i~r„ jj
j!
2j i„ ir1j
i„ ij
j„ jr1
1
2 j
ij j„ i„ jr . ~I29!
After some algebra, we can simplify this to30
dr52„ i~rj
i!1 12 „ i„ j~rj
ij j!. ~I30!
We have
DS 1r „ ip D5DS 1r D„ ip1 1r D„ ip1DS 1r DD„ ip
5F2 1r2 Dr1 1r3 ~Dr!2G„ ip1 1r D„ ip
2
1
r2
DrD„ ip . ~I31!
Substitute Eq. ~I22! with „ ip replacing ]Q/]t:
rDS 1r „ ip D5F2 Drr 1S Drr D
2G„ ip1„ iDp2„ ij j~„ jDp
2„ jj
k„kp1„ jp !2
Dr
r
~„ iDp2„ ij jD jp !.
~I32!
Recall the definitions of the tensors Q j i and J j i and their
traces from Eq. ~4.6!. Their divergences satisfy the identity
„ jJ
j
i2„ jQ
j
i5
1
2 „ i~J2Q!. ~I33!
Substitute Eqs. ~I14! and ~I17! in Eq. ~I32! to get
rDS 1r „ ip D5„ jj i„ ip2„ ij j„ jp2„ i~pG1„ jj j!
1
1
2 ~Q2J!„ ip1„ iFpG1 12 ~Q1J!
1
1
2 pQS G122G11r ]G1]r D G1~Jki2Jki!„kp
1„ ij
j„ j~pG1„kjk!2„ jj j„ i~pG1„kjk!.
30Note that the second term in Eq. ~I30! typically includes a d
function at the stellar surface coming from the second derivative of
the density. This d function is physical and should be included; it
corrects for the fact that the expression ~I30! vanishes outside the
surface of the unperturbed star whereas in reality dr can be nonva-
nishing there.024001It will be convenient to rewrite the second order terms on
the right-hand side of this equation as a divergence. ~The first
order terms can also be written as a divergence.! The last two
terms are
„ ij
j„ j~pG1„kjk!2„ jj j„ i~pG1„kjk!
5„ j~„ ij
jpG1„kjk!2„ i~„ jj jpG1„kjk!
5„ j~pG1Q j i!2„ i~pG iQ!. ~I34!
Also, by Eq. ~I33! we have
~Jki2U
k
i!„kp5„k@p~Jki2Qki!#2p„k~Jki2Qki!
5„k@p~Jki2Qki!#2
1
2 p„ i~J2Q!.
~I35!
Thus Eq. ~I34! becomes
rDS 1r „ ip D5„ jj j„ ip2„ ij j„ jp2„ i~pG1„ jj j!
1„ jH p~G121 !Q j i1 12 d j ipF ~G121 !2
1r
]G1
]r GQ1pJ j i1 12 d j ip~G121 !JJ .
~I36!
Multiplying Eq. ~I1! by r, and using Eqs. ~I24!, ~I36!, and
~I30!, we obtain the equation of motion for the perturbation
to second order:
r
d2j i
dt2 52„ jj
j„ ip1„ ij j„ jp1„ i~pG1„ jj j!2r„ id~1 !f
2rj j„ j„ if2„ jH p~G121 !Q j i1 12 d j ipF ~G121 !2
1r
]G1
]r GQ1pJ j i1 12 d j ip~G i21 !JJ 2r„ id~2 !f
2rj i„ j„ id~
1 !f2
1
2 rj
jjk„ j„k„ if . ~I37!
Here we have split the quantity df defined by Eqs. ~I28! and
~I30! into first and second order pieces d (1)f and d (2)f .
Accordingly the first line on the right-hand side of Eq. ~I37!
gives the first order terms in the equation of motion, while
the remaining lines give the second order terms.
Finally, we note that the above derivation was carried out
in the inertial frame. To obtain the equation of motion in the
rotating frame, we replace the inertial-frame Euler equation
~I1! at the start of the calculation by the rotating-frame Euler
equation ~2.2!. This involves adding to the left-hand side the
term
2V3u, ~I38!-35
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the centrifugal potential f rot is given by Eq. ~2.10!. Taking
the variation of the term ~I38! using Eq. ~I9! yields
2V3
dj
dt , ~I39!
which should be added to the left-hand side of Eq. ~I37!, and
substituting f→f1f rot on the right-hand side results in the
additional term 2rj i„ j„ if rot on the right-hand side. In the
application of this paper, the background velocity in the ro-
tating frame vanishes, and so we can replace dj/dt with
]j/]t and d2j/dt2 with ]2j/]t2. With these modifications,
Eq. ~I37! reduces to the result quoted in the body of the
paper, given by Eqs. ~2.8!, ~2.9!, ~4.1!, ~4.2!, ~4.8!, and ~4.9!.
APPENDIX J: VARIATIONAL DERIVATION OF SECOND
ORDER EQUATIONS OF MOTION
Derivations of the hydrodynamical equations directly
from a variational principle have a long history @67–70#, and
have been applied to perturbation theory for nonrotating stars
~e.g., Ref. @60#!. Hydrodynamical equations can be derived
from a Lagrangian viewpoint by extremizing the action
S5E dtL~ t !5E dt@T~ t !2V~ t !# , ~J1!
where the Lagrangian is the difference between kinetic and
potential energies for the fluid. Included in the potential en-
ergy are both the gravitational potential ~both the self poten-
tial and external potentials! and the thermal energy. The spe-
cific variational principle we use here is the following @69#.
Label fluid elements by their positions y0 at some initial time
t5t0 and let the position of fluid element y0 at time t be
y(y0 ,t). Let r0(y0) be the mass density at time t0 , then the
element of mass in the fluid is dM5r0d3y05rd3y where
r5r0 /J and J is the Jacobian
J5detS ]yi]y0 j D . ~J2!
Then the kinetic energy is
T5
1
2 E dM S ]y]t D y0
2
, ~J3!
and the potential is
V5E dME~r!2 G2 E d3y0E d3y08r0~y0!r0~y08!
3
1
uy~y0 ,t !2y~y08 ,t !u
. ~J4!
Here r is understood to be the functional of y(y0 ,t) given by
r5r0 /J , and E is the internal energy per unit mass of the
fluid, related to the equation of state by dE/dr5p(r)/r2.
With these definitions, varying the action ~J1! with respect to
y(y0 ,t) gives the Euler equation @69#.024001We can generalize the above variational principle slightly
by allowing the energy per unit mass to depend on additional
hydrodynamic variables such as specific entropy or compo-
sition. We denote the set of such variables by the vector mW ,
so that
E5E~r ,uW !. ~J5!
In this case, the action principle ~J1! does not determine the
evolution of the variables mW . However, if we restrict atten-
tion to situations in which the variables mW are determined by
the function y(y0 ,t), then the action ~J1! does determine the
motion of the fluid. An example of such a situation is where
each fluid element conserves its values of mW ; see below.
We now apply this principle to perturbations of a uni-
formly rotating star. We denote the background quantities by
r0 , p0 and f0 : these were denote by r, p, and f in the body
of the paper. We can reformulate the variational principle
~J1! by transforming to the co-rotating frame. Define y0
5U(t)x0 and y5U(t)x, where U(t) is the appropriate or-
thogonal rotation matrix. The form of the piece ~J4! of the
action does not change under this transformation, so we
merely have to transform the kinetic energy ~J3!. In the ro-
tating frame, the position at time t of a mass element with
comoving coordinate x0 is
x5x~x0 ,t ![x01j~x0 ,t !. ~J6!
@Note that the x0 of this appendix was denoted x in the body
of the paper.# The position as seen in the inertial frame in
which the star is at rest is
yi5Ui j~ t !@x0 j1j j~x0 ,t !# . ~J7!
The inertial-frame fluid velocity is found by differentiating
this equation with respect to time:
ui5
dUi j
dt @x0 j1j j~x0 ,t !#1Ui j~ t !
]j j~x0 ,t !
]t
. ~J8!
Using the identity dUi j /dt5e ipqVpUq j(t), we find
U21~ t !u5V3@x01j~x0 ,t !#1 ]j~x0 ,t !]t , ~J9!
where we have used Vm5Upm(t)Vp . This yields
uuu25uV3@x01j~x0 ,t !#u2
22@x01j~x0 ,t !#S V3]j~x0 ,t !]t D1U]j]tU
2
. ~J10!
To find the equations of motion for the perturbations of the
star, we can dispense with all terms in the Lagrangian that
are either zeroth or first order in j and its time derivatives.31
31Note that there is a term proportional to j˙ in uuu2, but varying
the action with respect to this term does not contribute to the equa-
tions of motion. This is because the result of varying this term is a
total time derivative.-36
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zeroth and first order pieces in j have been subtracted. Thus,
the relevant piece of the kinetic energy is
T25E dM F12 U]j]tU
2
1
1
2 @V
2uju22~Vj!2#
2jS V3]j~x0 ,t !]t D G . ~J11!
We also note that we can define the canonical momentum
p5
]T2
]~]j/]t ! 5
]j
]t
1V3j, ~J12!
where T2 is the integrand in Eq. ~J11!, and that
T22p g!j]t 52
uxu2
2 1p~V3j!
52
up2V3ju2
2 1
uV3ju2
2 . ~J13!
A Hamiltonian for the system is thus given by
H25
1
2 E dM @ up2V3ju22uV3ju2#1V2~ t !, ~J14!
where V2 is the potential ~J4! with zeroth order and first
order terms dropped, which only depends on j,0j, and the
background star, but not on p. Hamilton’s equations then
yield the equations of motion
j˙5p2V3j,
p˙5
f
r0
2V3p, ~J15!
where the accelerations f is determined from the variation of
the potential V2 . In the linear approximation, these results
are equivalent to the first six equations in Appendix A, with
no external force. We can combine Eqs. ~J15! into the single
equation
]2j
]t2
12V3
]j
]t
5
f
r0
2V3~V3j!. ~J16!
It remains to compute the variations of the potential, V2
which contains two parts, internal energy and gravitational
energy. The internal energy is
U5E dME~v ,mW ! ~J17!
where v is the volume per unit mass. ~We express E here as
a function of v instead of r51/v .! As explained above, mW is
a set of variables such as the specific entropy and composi-
tion of the fluid. The volume per unit mass in the fluid is
related to its value in the unperturbed state, v0 , by
v5J~x,x0!v0 , ~J18!024001where J(x,x0)5det(11L), with L ji5d i j1]j j/]x0,j @cf. Eqs.
~I11! and ~I12!#. The Jacobian J is given by the exact for-
mula
J~x,x0!511„j1 12 ~Q2J!1
1
6 ~„j!~Q23J!1
1
3 x
~J19!
where U, J and x are the traces of the tensors defined in Eq.
~4.6!. This formula is essentially just the characteristic equa-
tion for the 333 matrix j ii j .
To go further, we need to specify how mW changes in the
presence of fluid displacements. We assume that for each
fluid element mW remains frozen at its background value mW 0 .32
This means that we focus on perturbations that preserve for
each fluid element the composition, specific entropy, etc. of
the unperturbed star. We are essentially assuming that the
time scales for the fluid to relax to local composition are
relatively long.33
Although it is easy to subtract the contributions to U that
are zeroth and first order in j, for computing its variation it is
easier to work with U rather than U2 , and subtract off the
displacement field through J(x,x0) only. The result is
dU52E dMv0p@v0J~x,x0!,mW 0#dJ~x,x0!
52E d3x0p@v0J~x,x0!,mW 0#dJ~x,x0!,
~J20!
where p(v)52]E(v ,mW )/]v is the pressure. To simplify fur-
ther, we substitute dJ(x,x0)5J(x,x0)(11L) j i21]dj i /]x0 ,
and then integrate by parts, and impose the surface boundary
condition p50; after subtracting the pressure gradient force
in the background star, the result is
dU25E d3x0dj i ]]x0 j @p@v0J~x,x0!,mW 0#J~x,x0!~11L ! j i21
2d i jp~v0 ,mW 0!# . ~J21!
Note the exact relation
J~11L ! j i
215F11„j1 12 ~Q2J!Gd j i2j j ;i2J j i2Q j i .
~J22!
~For a derivation, see e.g., Ref. @71#.! Expanding the quantity
in square brackets in Eq. ~J21! to second order, we find
32More generally, we could assume that mW changes only in re-
sponse to gradients in j, and, since the various components of mW are
scalars, presumably would depend only on scalar quantities that can
be constructed from 0j.
33To do better, we could introduce equations of heat transport,
composition and so on.-37
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212d i jp~v0 ,mW 0!
5p0~v0 ,m¯0!H d i j~12G1!0j2 ]j j]x0 i 1 d i j2
3FQS ~G121 !21r0 ]G2]r0 D1~G121 !JG
1~G121 !Q i
j1J i
j1flJ , ~J23!
which gives the same result, to second order, as Eq. ~I37!.
Here, we have defined a generalized version of the adiabatic
index of the perturbation,
G152S ] ln p0~v0 ,mW 0!] ln v0 D mW 05S
] ln p0~r0 ,m¯0!
] ln r0
D
mW 0
,
~J24!
which also applies in a zero entropy star, for perturbations
whose composition, and possibly other characteristics, re-
main fixed at their unperturbed values. It is straightforward
to extend the expansion to any desired order, and also to
expand the internal energy per unit mass, E(v0 ,J ,mW 0), to any
desired order.
Finally, we need to consider the gravitational potential
energy,
VG52
G
2 E dMdM 8ux02x081j~x0 ,t !2j~x08 ,t !u . ~J25!
Varying with respect to the displacement field gives
dVG5
G
2 E dMdM 8@dj~x0 ,t !2dj~x08 ,t !# i
3
@x02x081j~x0 ,t !2j~x08 ,t !# i
ux02x081j~x0 ,t !2j~x08 ,t !u
3 ; ~J26!
by switching primed and unprimed variables, and subtracting
off the zeroth order gravitational force, we find
dVG25GE dMdj~x0 ,t !E dM 8
3F x02x081j~x0 ,t !2j~x08 ,t !ux02x081j~x0 ,t !2j~x08 ,t !u32 x02x08ux02x08u3G .
~J27!
Gathering results, we see that the acceleration in Eq. ~J15!,
computed to any desired order in the amplitude of the La-
grangian perturbation field, j(x0 ,t), is f/r05fP /r01fG /r0
where
fP
i 52
]
]x0,j
p@v0J~x,x0!,mW 0#J~x,x0!~11L ! j i21
2d i jp~v0 ,m¯0! ~J28!
024001fG
r0
52GE dM 8F x02x081j~x0 ,t !2j~x08 ,t !ux02x081j~x0 ,t !2j~x08 ,t !u3
2
x02x08
ux02x08u
3G . ~J29!
Equations ~J23! and ~J28! allow us to calculate fP to sec-
ond order in the perturbation; the result is Eq. ~4.9!. Simi-
larly, let us expand fG5fG
(1)1fG
(2)1 . . . ; the contributions from
various orders can be found by expanding Eq. ~J29!. To first
order, the result of the calculation is that34
Fi
~1 !52r0jj~x0 ,t !0,i0,jf0~x0!2r00,id~1 !f~x0 ,t !,
~J30!
where
d~1 !f~x0 ,t !5GE d3x08 0,j8 @r0~x08!jj~x08 ,t !#ux02x08u . ~J31!
The second order contribution to the gravitational force is
@compare Eq. ~I37!#
Fi
~2 !52
r0jjjk
2 0,j0,k0,if02r0j j0,j0,idf
2r00,id~2 !f , ~J32!
where
d~2 !f[2
G
2 E d3x08r0~x0!jj~x08 ,t !0,j8 0,k8 ux02x08u21.
~J33!
It is possible to integrate by parts to change the form of
d (2)f to show it coincides with the expression ~4.4!.
APPENDIX K: ENERGY AND ANGULAR MOMENTUM
OF STELLAR PERTURBATIONS
In Sec. K 1 of this appendix we give general formulas for
the physical energy Ephys and physical ~z component of! an-
gular momentum Jphys of a perturbation, and also the
rotating-frame canonical energy Ecan,rot @21#. General expres-
sions for these quantities have been derived by Friedman and
Schutz @21#, in a context more general than that considered
here ~uniform rotation of the background star!. However, the
results of Friedman and Schutz are expressed in terms of an
inertial-frame Lagrangian displacement jin . For a uniformly
rotating background star, it is more natural and simpler to use
instead the rotating-frame Lagrangian displacement j as we
do in this paper. The expressions in Sec. K 1 below can be
obtained by specializing and translating the results of Fried-
34An integration by parts is required to get this form of the gravi-
tational force. The outer boundary has been taken to be outside the
star, so if the mass density goes to zero discontinuously there, a
surface term must be included.-38
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obtained directly.
We also derive, in Sec. K 2, expressions for these quanti-
ties in terms of the mode coefficients cAs and in Sec. K 3
compute the physical energy deposited in a star by an exter-
nally applied acceleration aext to second order in aext .
Friedman and Schutz @21# derived several general proper-
ties of the quantities Ephys , Jphys , and Ecan,rot . First, the
physical energy Ephys@z# of a perturbation z 35 has a piece
thatis linear in z as well as pieces that are quadratic and
higher order in z:
Ephyuzu5Ephys
~1 ! uzu1Ephys
~2 ! @z,z#1O~z3!, ~K1!
and similarly for the physical angular momentum:
Jphys@z#5Jphys
~1 ! @z#1Jphys
~2 ! @z,z# . ~K2!
Second, one has the identity
Ephys
~1 ! @z#5VJphys
~1 ! @z# , ~K3!
and so the physical energy in the rotating frame, defined as
Ephys,rot[Ephys2VJphys ~K4!
has no linear term in z:
Ephys,rot@z#5Ephys,rot
~2 ! @z,z#1O~z3! ~K5!
where
Ephys,rot
~2 ! @z,z#5Ephys
~2 ! @z,z#2VJphys
~2 ! @z,z# . ~K6!
Third, this quantity coincides with the so-called rotating
frame canonical energy Ecan,rot@z# defined in Ref. @21#, that
is, the conserved quantity related to the time translation sym-
metry in the rotating frame by Noether’s theorem.
1. Explicit expressions in terms of z
The physical energy of a perturbation can be computed
using the procedure of Appendix J above, and adding the
kinetic and potential energies T(t) and V(t). To linear order,
the result is
Ephys
~1 ! @z#5E d2xr0~x!~V3x!@j˙12V3j# ~K7!
5^jr ,j˙1Bj&5^jr ,p1Bj/2&, ~K8!
where
jr~x!5V3x ~K9!
is the mode function corresponding to uniform rotation and
we have used Eq. ~A2!. The second order piece is
35This is defined to be the difference between the energy of the
perturbed configuration and the energy of the background, unper-
turbed configuration.024001Ephys
~2 ! @z,z#5
1
2 ^j
˙ ,j˙&1
1
2 ^j,Cj&1
1
2 ^j
˙ ,Bj&
1
1
2 ^j
˙ ,Bj&1 14 ^Bj,Bj&
5
1
2 ^p,p&1
1
2 ^j,Cj&1
1
8 ^Bj,Bj& .
~K10!
Here we have used the fact that j and j˙ are real to eliminate
terms such as ^j˙ ,Bj˙&. The physical angular momentum is
given by
Jphys5E dMy3u~y!. ~K11!
Here we are using the notation of Appendix J, where y and u
are the inertial-frame location and velocity of a fluid ele-
ment. Using Eqs. ~J7! and ~J9! in Eq. ~K11! gives
U~ t !21Jphys5E d3xr0~x!~x1j!3@V3x1V3j1j˙# ,
~K12!
and the z component is given by
VJphys@j#5VJphys
5VU~ t !21Jphys
5E d3xr0~x!@V3x
1V3j#@V3x1V3j1j˙# . ~K13!
Expanding this in powers of j one obtains at linear order
using Eq. ~K8! the identity ~K3!. At second order we obtain
VJphys
~2 ! @z,z#5
1
2 ^j
˙ ,Bj&1 14 ^Bj,Bj&5
1
2 ^p,Bj&.
~K14!
The physical energy in the rotating frame is therefore, from
Eqs. ~K6!, ~K10!, and ~K14!
Ephys,rot@j#5
1
2 ^j
˙ ,j˙&1
1
2 ^j,Cj&1~z3! ~K15!
5
1
2 ^p,p&1
1
2 ^j,Cj&1
1
8 ^Bj,Bj&
2
1
2 ^p,Bj&1O~z3!. ~K16!
The expression ~K15! agrees with the expression Eq. ~43!-39
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pected.36
2. Expressions in terms of mode coefficients
From the above discussion we can write the total energy
of the perturbation, to quadratic order, as the sum of three
terms, a quadratic rotating-frame energy ~physical or canoni-
cal!, a linear angular momentum term, and a quadratic angu-
lar momentum term:
Ephys@z#5Fphys,rot
~2 ! @z,z#1VJphys
~1 ! @z#1VJphys
~2 ! @z,z#1O~z3!.
~K17!
Of these three terms, the first is diagonalized by the mode
basis zAs the second can be expressed as the coefficient cAs
of a single Jordan chain mode ~corresponding to uniform
rotation!, and the third is not diagonalized by the mode basis
zAs and contains cross terms between different modes.
a. Rotating-frame energy
Consider first the rotating-frame energy. From Eqs. ~A5!,
~A6!, ~A46!, and ~K16! we can write this as
Ephys,rot
~2 ! @z,z#5
i
2 ^z,MTz& . ~K18!
Inserting the mode expansion ~A18! and using the definition
~A14! of a right Jordan chain and the definition ~A50! of the
matrix MAs ,Bt gives
Ephys,rot
~2 ! @z,z#5 (
As ,Bt
cAs* cBtFvB2 MAs ,Bt1 i2 MAs ,B~t21 !G .
~K19!
Since the energy is real and M is Hermitian we can rewrite
this as
Ephys,rot
~2 ! @z,z#5
1
4 (As ,Bt cAs* cBt@~vA*1vB!MAs ,Bt
1iMAs ,B~t21 !2iMA~s21 !,Bt# . ~K20!
Since the matrix M is block diagonal ~see Sec. A 5 above!,
this rotating-frame energy can be written as a sum of three
contributions, from ~i! real-frequency modes, ~ii! complex-
36Equation ~43! of Ref. @21# is actually an expression for inertial-
frame canonical energy. The operators which appear in that expres-
sion, which we will denote by Ain , Bin , and Cin are defined such
that the linearized equation of motion is Ainj¨ in1Binj˙ 1Cinj
50, where jin is the inertial-frame Lagrangian displacement. How-
ever, one can obtain an expression for the rotating-frame canonical
energy, as defined by Eq. ~64! of Ref. @21#, by replacing in Eq. ~43!
the inertial frame quantities Ain , Bin , Cin , and jin by their rotating-
frame counterparts used in this paper, A, B, C, and j. Note that in
our notational convention the operator A is the identity operator.024001frequency ~unstable! modes, and ~iii! nontrivial Jordan chain
modes. The term corresponding to real frequencies is
1
2 (A «AucAu
2
, ~K21!
where we have assumed that one is using a basis which di-
agonalizes the real-frequencies portion of the matrix MAB
~cf. Sec. II C 3 above!, and «A is the mode rotating-frame-
energy at unit amplitude, given from Eqs. ~2.36! and ~2.40!
by
«A5vAMAA5vAbA . ~K22!
Using the notations ~2.42! we can rewrite the energy ~K21!
as
(
a
ucau2vaba5(
a
ucau2«a . ~K23!
To write down the portion of the expression ~K20! corre-
sponding to complex frequencies, we need to introduce some
more notation. The modes come in pairs ~j,v! and
(g
*
j*,v*); see Secs. A 4 and A 5 above. We write A
5( aˆdk), where aˆ and d label the frequency v aˆdk5v aˆd , and
k labels the different ~degenerate! eigenvectors associated
with that frequency. The index d can take on the values 1 and
21 such that
v aˆ15v aˆ , ~K24!
v aˆ~21 !5v aˆ* , ~K25!
jaˆ1k5jaˆk , ~K26!
jaˆ~21 !k5~g*jaˆk!*. ~K27!
It is possible to choose the mode basis such that the matrix
M takes the form
Maˆdk ,bˆ el5d aˆbˆ dd ,2edkl@dd ,1Daˆk1dd ,21Daˆk* #; ~K28!
cf. Eq. ~A59! above. Inserting this into the expression ~K20!
gives for the contribution to Ephys,rot
(2) from complex-frequency
modes
(
aˆ
ReF(
k
v aˆ1caˆ1k* caˆ~21 !kDaˆkG . ~K29!
We see that if only a single mode is excited, the correspond-
ing rotating-frame energy vanishes, in agreement with the
result of Friedman and Schutz @21#. However, if a mode ~j,
v! and also its conjugate pair (g
*
j*,v*) are both excited,
then there is a nonzero contribution to the rotating-frame
energy.
Finally, there is a contribution to Ephys,rot
(2) from nontrivial
Jordan chain modes. For simplicity, we restrict attention here
to the case of zero-frequency Jordan chains of length one.
For this case the expression ~K20! reduces to-40
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2 (AB MA1,B0cA1* cB1 , ~K30!
where we have used the identities ~A80!–~A82!. As dis-
cussed in Sec. A 5 a above, we can always choose the mode
basis to diagonalize the matrix
bAB5iMA1,B05i^zA1 ,MzB0& ~K31!
5^jA0 ,jB0&2^jA1 ,CjB1&,
~K32!
and the expression ~K30! therefore becomes
1
2 (A bAucA1u
2
, ~K33!
where bA5bAA are the eigenvalues of the matrix b. Note
that there is no rotating-frame energy associated with the cA0
coefficients.
To summarize, the total rotating-frame energy is given by
the sum of the expressions ~K23!, ~K29!, and ~K33!.
b. Linear piece of angular momentum
The linear piece of the z component of the angular mo-
mentum ~proportional to the linear piece of the physical,
inertial-frame energy! can be written as the coefficient of a
single Jordan-chain mode. That Jordan-chain mode corre-
sponds to the degree of freedom of uniform spin-up V→V
1DV of the star, and is a zero-frequency Jordan chain of
length one. As explained in Sec. D above, the space of such
zero-frequency, length one Jordan-chain modes contains all
the differential-rotation modes and is infinitely degenerate. In
Sec. A 5 above, we explained how to compute the basis xAs
of left Jordan chains of this space, starting from a specified
basis zAs of right Jordan chains. Here, however, it turns out
to be more convenient to specify the basis by first choosing
the basis xAs of left Jordan chains, satisfying Eq. ~A15!, and
by defining zAs to be the dual basis defined by Eq. ~A16!.
The uniform-rotation mode, specified in terms of its left
Jordan chain xs , s51, 2, is as follows. Let jr be the
uniform-rotation mode function ~K9!, and define t1 to be any
solution to the equation
Ct15Bjr . ~K34!
Define
x05F2Bjr/2jr G ~K35!
and
x15Fjr2Bt1/2t1 G . ~K36!
Then one can verify using the relation Cjr50 that the left
Jordan chain relations T†x050 and T†x15x0 are satis-
fied. The basis xAs of left Jordan chain modes can be com-
pleted by adding to the above chain any linearly independent024001set of left Jordan chains describing the differential rotation
modes. From Eqs. ~A19!, ~K8!, and ~K35!, the coefficient cs
with s51 corresponding to the uniform-rotation mode is
c15^x0 ,z&5^jr ,p1Bj/2& ~K37!
5Ephys
~1 ! @z#5VJphys
~1 ! @z# . ~K38!
c. Quadratic piece of angular momentum
From Eq. ~K14!, the quadratic piece of the angular mo-
mentum can be written as
VJphys
~2 ! @z,z#5^z,Kz&5 (
As ,Bt
cAs* cBtKAs ,Bt , ~K39!
where
K5
1
4 F 0 2BB 0 G ~K40!
and KAs ,Bt5^zAs ,KzBt&. For non-Jordan chain, real-
frequency modes we can write the coefficients KAB using the
orthogonality relation ~2.32! and Eq. ~A32!, as
KAB5
1
4 ~vA1vB!^jA ,iBjB&1
1
4 ^BjA ,BjB&
~K41!
5
1
2 vAbAdAB2
1
4 ~vA1vB!
2^jA ,jB&
1
1
4 ^BjA ,BjB& . ~K42!
For regular modes in a rotating star, in the limit V→0, the
second term in Eq. ~K41! scales as O(V2) and is therefore
small compared to the first term which is linear in V. There-
fore in general the off-diagonal elements of KAB are non-
vanishing; see Eq. ~3.20! above.
3. Energy deposited by an external force
Turn now to the question of how to compute the energy
deposited in a rotating star by an externally applied accelera-
tion aext(x,t), to quadratic order in aext . The rotating-frame
energy can be easily computed, just as one computes the
energy deposited in a nonrotating star. Assuming that there
are no unstable modes, one evolves the mode amplitudes
using Eq. ~2.37! or Eqs. ~A88!, ~A89!, and one computes the
energy from Eqs. ~K23! and ~K33!.
The angular momentum contributions to the total inertial-
frame energy ~K17! are more difficult to compute. As shown
above, the quadratic piece of the angular momentum con-
tains cross terms between different modes. Also, in evaluat-
ing the linear term Ephys
(1) @z# given by Eq. ~K38!, one needs to
solve the equation of motion for the coefficient c1(t) of the
uniform-rotation mode to quadratic order in aext, i.e., one
needs to solve for the back reaction of all the other stellar
modes on the uniform-rotation mode. The linear equation of-41
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~A7!, ~A22!, ~K35!, which gives the equation for angular
momentum conservation to linear order:
c˙15^jr ,aext&. ~K43!
To quadratic order in aext ~or equivalently in j!, one can
obtain the equation of motion for c1(t) by using the follow-
ing form of the second-order equation of motion:
j¨1Bj˙1Cj5a~2 !@j,j#1aext~x1j,t !1O~j3!,
~K44!
which generalizes Eqs. ~2.7! and ~4.1! above. Replacing the
external acceleration on the right-hand side of Eq. ~K43!
with the right-hand side of Eq. ~K44!, and using the identity
^jr ,a
~2 !@j,j#&5
1
2 ^Bj,Cj& ~K45!
which is derived below, one obtains the second-order equa-
tion of motion for c1 in the form
c˙15^jr ,aext&1^jr ,~j !aext&1 12 ^Bj,Cj&1O~z3!.
~K46!
The third term on the right-hand side here describes the ex-
citation of the uniform-rotation mode by the other stellar
modes.
It is possible to get around these difficulties in the com-
putation of the angular momentum deposited in the star, by
computing the total torque acting on the star, and by not
attempting to compute how the angular momentum deposited
is distributed between the various stellar modes. The total024001torque is given by37
VJ˙5VE d3xr0~x!@x1j~x!#3aext~x1j! ~K47!
5^jr ,aext&1^Bj/2,aext&1^jr ,~j !aext&
1O~aext
3
,j3!. ~K48!
Suppose now that the external acceleration can be expanded
as
aext5«aext
~1 !1«2aext
~2 !1O~«3!, ~K49!
and that the response of the stellar modes is similarly ex-
panded as
cAs~ t !5«cAs
~1 !~ t !1«2cAs
~1 !~ t !1O~«3!. ~K50!
The second-order angular momentum deposited can now be
computed as follows. First, solve for the linear response
cAs
(1)(t) of the star. Second, compute the angular momentum
deposited due to the first term on the right-hand side of Eq.
~K48!, which is the standard expression for torque. Third,
add to this the angular momentum deposited by the remain-
ing two terms in the total torque ~K48!, which can be written
as
«2(
As
cAs
~1 !~ t !FAs~ t !1O~«3!, ~K51!
with
FAs~ t !5E d3xr0~x!jAs~x!@Vx3aext~1 !~x!# .
~K52!
This procedure yields an expression for the total angular mo-
mentum deposited which is a sum over modes (As). Note,
however, that the term As in the expression ~K51! is not the
angular momentum deposited into the mode zAs as noted
above the total angular momentum contains cross terms be-
tween different modes.
37If one takes a time derivative of the expression ~K13! for the
total angular momentum and uses the equation of motion ~K44!,
one obtains the result ~K48! with the two additional terms
^jr ,a
(2)@j,j#&2^Bj,Cj&/2. This allows one to derive the identity
~K45!, which can also be verified directly using the expressions
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